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(i)

In this report, "$" refers to the United States dollars.
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I.

BACKGROUND

1.
In Indonesia, a task force named Inclusive Business and Innovation was established in April
2016 under the Coordinating Ministry of Economic Affairs (CMEA) as a way of fostering the inclusive
business (IB) movement and campaign in the country. As defined by the Asian Development Bank
(ADB), an IB is a business entity that generates high development impact by (i) improving access to
goods and services for the base-of-the-pyramid (BOP) population (i.e., low-income people living on
$3/day); and (ii) providing income and/or employment opportunities to low-income people as
producers, suppliers, distributors, employers, and/or employees. IB approaches integrate poor
people at the BOP to the mainstream economy as (i) consumers, by providing essential goods and
services that meaningfully improve people’s lives—by addressing issues of access, affordability,
quality, and choice; (ii) suppliers or distributors, by creating income-earning opportunities for the
BOP in their value chains; and (iii) employees, by creating decent jobs that benefit unemployed,
underemployed, and low-income workers. An IB must be commercially viable, i.e., it must meet
nonsovereign operation standards of viability. As an entity model, IB can be a stand-alone business
entity, or a business operation unit of a larger business entity.
2.
This study is a continuation of a national workshop organized by the CMEA and ADB in May
2015 where the concept of IB was first introduced to attendees from government and/or ministries,
private sector associations, and the media and/or public. The outcome of this workshop is series of
internal talks and meetings within the CMEA on how to pursue the IB agenda. Between these internal
meetings, the concept of IB was also presented to President Joko Widodo in November 2015, where
representatives from inclusive and/or social businesses, including those from information and
communication technology (ICT)-based businesses, were invited to talk about the potential of their
businesses in solving social issues. A meeting with the Minister of Economic Affairs Darmin Nasution
was also conducted in February 2016. The minister suggested the implementation of IB in the
ministry’s supply chain and/or logistics national program, with emphasis on ICT solution, and a
recommendation to have four inflation-causing commodities in agriculture and forestry as pilot
programs. This is in coherence with the Coordinating Minister of Economic Affairs’ mandate to
improve the national logistics (supply chain) system—to increase connectivity from the rural
economy to the urban and export markets. This is also in accordance with the ASEAN Connectivity
2025 Master Plan, in which agriculture (seamless supply chain) and the not bankable people, among
others, as the focus areas.
3.
In April 2016, shortly after the launch of the National Inclusive Economy program in Brebes,
Central Java, the CMEA decided to establish the task force on Inclusive Business and Innovation
under the supply chain and/or logistics national program, “under the Deputy for Industry and Trade.
The main goals of the IB program in Indonesia are to (i) improve the income of Indonesia’s small
farmers, fishermen, and others by creating more efficient supply chains (inclusive development), and
(ii) help to stabilize the price of important commodities that have high effect on national inflation.
4.
This study on IB in Indonesia aims to support improvements for the supply chain in strategic
commodities as identified by the CMEA—agriculture (chili and onion), fishery (sea fish), and forestry
(timber). The respective members of the task force become the main counterparts in the study. For
example, the PT Social Business Indonesia (PT SOBI) for timber production and sales, PT Limakilo
Majubersama Petani (Limakilo.id) for onion trade, PT Eragano Agritech Indonesia (eragano.com) for
chili, and PT Aruna Jaya Nusantara (pasarlaut.com) for fishery. These members help the research
team identify core issues or challenges, the strategic role that IBs can play, and the type of support
still needed in terms of partnership.
5

5.
Inefficient supply chain with too many middlemen, high price fluctuation, and unfair price
received by farmers are all long-unsolved problems in Indonesia. There is this belief that to solve
these problems, it is time to look for alternative solutions that can work in partnership with the
government. In this case, the potential solution or agent is IB, especially those empowered with ICT
methods. This report presents several identified preliminary problems and solutions, complemented
with a demonstration of several models that can be used to improve the agriculture supply chain and
support IBs. Several policy recommendations were also drafted based on the results of local focus
group discussions (FGDs), national FGDs, a national workshop, and in-depth interviews with
relevant stakeholders in each of the commodities. These activities were funded by ADB’s TA 8550:
Inclusive Business Support. Policy recommendations will only touch those related to IBs, since a
complete review of regulations will require another whole set of research and significantly more time.
II.

OBJECTIVES

6.
This study aims to identify the supply chain, undertake market profiling for the four identified
commodities, and conduct problem mapping with key stakeholders. Based on the results, the study
proposes several potential inclusive business (IB) supply chain and partnership models, with
information and communication technology (ICT) as the key driver or facilitator.
7.
The long-term objective of the study is to find suitable models—including IB business model,
ICT recommendation, or other stakeholder partnership models—to improve the efficiency of the
supply chain ecosystem in targeted commodities, to increase the general level of farmers’ income,
and to improve price stability.

III.

METHODS

8.
As a qualitative study, this study relies on in-depth interview and on-site focus group
discussion (FGD) as its main data- or information-gathering approach. The secondary data provided
by previous studies, government official reports, or the National Statistical Bureau (Badan Pusat
Statistik or BPS) will complete the required data. To analyze the findings, identified problems are
mapped into several problem categories. Once categorized, these would serve as the base for
further elaboration (through an in-depth interview with the relevant stakeholders). The result is called
Sequential Problem Mapping in which the study can provide more detailed problem identification—
by following the steps in the supply chain. Once this is set up, it is expected that the study can derive
solutions and recommendations to improve the overall condition of the ecosystem.1
9.
To validate feedbacks on the drafted solution or recommendation, FGDs that included
relevant stakeholders from the four targeted commodities were organized at the Coordinating
Ministry for Economic Affairs in Jakarta.

1

The suggestion to present the problems in sequence came from Edy Putra, Deputy Minister for Trade and Industrial
Affair of CMEA. This was given during the national FGD session organized on 28 July 2017 for the first two
commodities— timber and sea fish.
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IV.

RESULTS

10.
The Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs Darmin Nasution assigned four commodities
for the task force to use as pilot projects for the IB study. Timber, sea fish, chili, and onion (shallot)
are important commodities in Indonesia as these either entail vast productive areas (land or water),
or because of their status as commodities prone to inflation (especially chili and onion). This study
indicates that the supply chain of these four commodities, despite their importance in the economy,
have not been managed in an optimal way due to (i) inefficient supply chain (excessive role of
middlemen), (ii) high price fluctuation (particularly for chili), and (iii) high cost margin between
upstream (at farmers’ level) to downstream market (at customers’ level).
A.

General Market Profile

11.
The overall process to collect market information on the four commodities was challenging
due to the absence of market information websites that provide the list of suppliers, buyers, their
location, and their historical bid or offer price. Among the four, gathering information on timber was
the hardest. Onion and chili were moderately easy since their prices were at least available at two
websites—at www.priangan.org and https://ews.kemendag.go.id/.2 Both websites also provide
information on fish, however, the former only provides the price of mackerel, while the latter only
provides the price of anchovy (ikan teri).
12.
Based on several validated sources, the general picture of the market for the four
commodities is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. General Market Profile of the Targeted Commodities
Commodity
No

Criteria
Timber

2

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion (shallot)

1

Annual
production

● 34.2 million cubic
meters (m3) (MEFA
2015)
● No exact national
data on level of
production from
privately owned
forest (Hutan
Rakyat)a

● 6.8 million tons
(BPS 2016)

● 1.94 million tons
(MoA, 2016)

● 1.45 million ton/
year (MoA, 2017)

2

Annual
consumption

● About 60 million m3
(based on industry
consumption).b

● 41.11 kilogram (kg)
per capita,
equivalent to 10.28
million tons
(MOMAF, 2016)

● 1.4 million tons
(Agricultural
Statistics 2016)

● About 1 million
tons (Agricultural
Statistics 2016)

3

Price

● Different price for

● Different price for

● Different price for

● Low price at

The Priangan website was initiated by Inflation Control Forum of West Java Province (Forum Koordinasi Pengendalian
Inflasi Jawa Barat) in collaboration with Bank Indonesia. The Kemendag website was initiated by the Ministry of Trade.
Both websites can only provide the most updated price information (the data appears to be updated on a weekly basis),
and cannot provide a long historical data in table or graph, such as the type of market information on stock price or
foreign exchanges that are provided in finance.yahoo.com/quote/.
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Commodity
No

Criteria
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion (shallot)

characteristic

different timber
type
● Different price in
different type of
market c
● The market is
relatively not
transparent as an
updated market
price is not
available online;
and at offline, each
player tends to
keep the price
information for
themselves.
● The price
difference at
farmers’
community can be
30% lower than the
price at the
furniture industry
market (SME
scale).

different sea fish
type
● Different price in
different type of
auction place and
market.
● The market
information on
price is available
within the
fishermen’s
network; however
it is mostly not
available online.
● The price
difference at the
auction place can
be about 20%–
30% lower than
the retail price. In
extreme cases, it
could be up to
50% lower.

different chili type
farmers’ level
● Chili price at retail ● High price for
level is double the
end-consumer
price at the
● Each of the
production center.
middlemen takes
● At the production
around Rp2,000
center, farmers set
to Rp5,000 per
the price based on
kg.
their cost of goods ● For onion
sold (COGS) or
(shallot), the price
production cost.
at the production
● For Red Chili, the
center is about
price at the
Rp18,000/kg;
production center
while at the
is about
consumer market,
Rp15,000/kg;
it is RP35,800/kg
e
while at the
consumer market
it is about
Rp31,000/kgd

4

Estimated
market size

Rp70 trillion (–/+ $5.4
billion), estimated from
the level of
consumption

Rp109.7 trillion,
estimated from the
level of consumption

Rp50.4 trillion,
estimated from the
level of consumption

Rp20 trillion,
estimated from the
level of consumption

5

Supplier

● Uncoordinated small
private timber owner
(Hutan Rakyat)
● Coordinated small
private timber
owner—in the form
of cooperatives
● State forest
manager (mostly
large companies)—
Hutan Tanaman
Industri and Hak
Pengelolaan Hutan

● Small fishermen
● National Fishery
Corporation
● State-owned fishery
corporation
● Overseas (exporter)

● Farmers in several
production centers

● Farmers in
production centers

6

Buyer

● Large industry
● Small and medium
furniture or sawmill
industry
● Middleman or
trader

● Local market
● Small and large
industry
● End consumer
● International
market

● Food industry (chili
sauce, instant
noodle, etc.)
● Hotel, restaurant,
and catering
● Middleman
(traditional market,
supermarket)
● Household
consumer

● Food industry
● Hotel, restaurant,
and catering
● Middlemen (in
traditional market
or small shop)
● Household
consumer
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Commodity
No
7

Criteria
Other
information

Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion (shallot)

● Buyers are
concentrated in Java
Island
● Offered-price for
timber is lower from
outside of Java due
to high logistic cost.
● Illegal logging is still
a practice, but the
magnitude is lower
since the
enforcement of legal
timber verification
system or the
Sistem Verifikasi
Legalitas Kayu
(SVLK).
● Large size of
unmanaged stateowned forest zone:
4.1 million hectares
are prepared to be
distributed as part of
the land reform
agenda.
● Value added from
timber log to
plywood (on
average) is from
Rp1.0–Rp1.5
million/m3 to Rp6.0–
Rp7.5 million/m3

● The level of fish
consumption in
Indonesia is still
considered small
● The number of
fishermen in
Indonesia
decreased by 50%
in the last 10 years
● Most of the fish
industry based in
Java Island
● 70% of Indonesia
territory is sea.
● Difficult to maintain
level of supply, it
highly depends on
season and
climate.

● The demand for
chili is always on
trend, but the
supply is hard to
control because of
chili farmers’ habit
of gambling in
deciding to plant
chili
● Chili farmers tend
to make decision to
plant chili based on
their expectation of
the upcoming chili
price

● Shallots from
Brebes have
higher price than
shallots from
other areas
● Brebes shallot
production set the
basic price for
national
production
● Weather is one of
the main
problems in
shallot production

Notes:
a
b

c

d
e

Wiryono (2017) stated that the total area of Hutan Rakyat in West Java is 975,000 hectares (ha); 743,000 ha in Central Java; and
660,000 ha in East Java. The state-owned productive forest area is about 69 million ha (KLHK, 2015).
Koalisi Anti Mafia Hutan (2015) provides data that contrast the timber supply and demand (as estimated in the timber industry report
on timber usage in 2010). The data show that the demand is about 60 million cubic meters (m3) (RWE) while production was about
40 million m3. Hence, it is assumed that the gap was fulfilled by illegal or unsustainably-sourced timber.
Black market usually takes place between a middleman and a small timber farmer, where the farmer acts as price taker with no
formal transaction paper. A formal market usually occurs between a middleman, a large timber trader, or a cooperative with a formal
industry (e.g., furniture industry). Formal market also takes place between large company producers— holder of HTI? or HPH?—
and the large industry.
The price at the production center is based on the FGD result in Pangalengan, held 16 June 2017, while the consumer price is based
on www.priangan.org for the case of Kota Bandung, for the same period.
The price at the production center is based on the FGD result in Solok, held 15 July 2017, while the consumer price is based on
www.priangan.org for the case of Kota Bandung, for the same period.

Sources: Various sources as indicated in the table.

13.
Based on Table 1, it can be summarized that timber is the most costly commodity in terms
of cultivation or production, not only because it is a long-term investment, but also due to its laborintensive nature during land clearing, sowing, nurturing (especially for the first 6–12 months), and
logging. Chili is the least costly since the crop can be harvested up to six cycles, and the first harvest
9

can be made in only 2.5 months. No heavy equipment is needed during harvest time. With proper
technique, chili does not need large areas of land to produce high-quality and large quantity of yields.
In terms of the supply chain, however, sea fish market is the most mature since it is the only
commodity (among the four) that is facilitated by the government with an auction place. This facility,
at least, can reduce the risk of small farmers from getting an unfair price. Timber is the least mature
due to its sporadic market and with no market hub at all. On chili or onion, there are several levels
of traditional market (e.g., Pasar induk, Pasar Kecamatan or local market, and warung) where
anyone can easily check the price. This kind of market facility is not available for timber market since
all of the trading activities are done through the over-the-counter mechanism.
B.

General Profile of the Practitioner Counterpart

14.
One of the values added in this study—from the many existing studies on the supply chain
of the four commodities—is the inclusion of the perspective from practitioner counterparts, which act
as counterpart to this study. The selected practitioner counterparts in this study are the members of
the Inclusive Business and Innovation Task Force under CMEA. Each has to offer innovative solution
to improve the efficiency of the supply chain, to be more inclusive, and to increase the income of the
small farmers or fisherman, particularly by using information technology as part of the solution. This
has to be embedded in their core business model. It is expected that the innovative supply chain
models they are trying to build will attract potential IBs to participate and support the new model,
hence, creating a bigger opportunity for farmers and fishermen. Table 2 presents the general profile
of the four practitioner counterparts.
Table 2. General Profile of the Practitioner Counterparts
Commodity
No

Criteria
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

1

Full company
name

PT Social Business
Indonesia

PT Aruna Jaya
Nuswantara

PT Eragano Agritech
Indonesia

PT Limakilo
Majubersama Petani

2

Year of formal
Initiation

2016

2016

2015

2016

3

Ownership
structure

10% by Telapak
Community
40% by community
logging cooperatives
(assisted by Telapak
Community for its
initiation)
40% private investors
10% SOBI management

93% by cofounders
7% by private investors

Undisclosed information

Undisclosed
information

4

Provided IT
Solution

●

● Provide android
application with
complete and easy
and/or friendly
features for farmers—
to support the
increase in
productivity and in
small farmers’ welfare

● Provide androidbased application
to enable farmers
to sell their
commodities
directly to
consumers
● Build the integrated
system for
warehouse data,
logistic, transport,

● A timber record
system that can track
the growth of the
timber size, location
(coordinate), farmer
that owns the timber,
legal status, with
unique code for each
timber based on its
stroke, hence, SOBI
can track the origin of

●

An Integrated
Fisheries Information
System that can
track traceability of
the fish and monitor
the real time price
directly from
cooperatives and
groups of fishermen.
A Data Analytic App
that can provide

The features are
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Commodity
No

Criteria
Timber
the timber even
though it has already
become a furniture
product (lacal balak).
● A coordinated map
that can show the
location of forests
under SOBI’s
management or
partnership, with the
type of timber
produced, and area
size.

Sea Fish

●

various insights—
from massive
supplier data like fish
season, production
mapping, etc.
An eCommerce
platform that
connects the
cooperatives directly
with a business-tobusiness (B2B)
customer

Chili
○

○

○
○
○

5

Provided non-IT
solution

● Group Forest
Stewardship Council
(FSC) Certification for
its cooperative
partners
● Coordinated
marketing for timber
produced by all of
their cooperative
partners

●
●

Quality control and
standardization of
products
Coordinated
marketing for fish
produced by all
cooperative partners

Record and input all
your (farmer)
cultivation progress
and get advice from
an agricultural
expert
Sell the
crops/commodity
directly at the
appropriate market
price
Buy farming
production facilities
(e.g., fertilizer)
Loan
Ask an agricultural
expert (e.g., about
pest)

Onion
accounting,
ordering online,
and invoice for
customer

● Since 2015, Eragano
focused on the
agricultural
development in Java
and in certain Nusa
Tenggara areas. For
farmers with no
androids, Eragano
provides loans with
android mobile
bundled in the
package.

● Help the farmers
with the grading of
the commodity
● To guarantee the
quality commodity
(to provide farmers
with the knowledge
to produce high
quality commodity
and always give
the high-quality
commodity for the
consumer)
● To guarantee the
payment (farmers
get the best price,
consumer get
lower price,
compared to the
price in the market)

6

Revenue stream

● Sales of timber to the
industry (B2B market)

● Sales of fish
commodities to the
industry (B2B
market)

● Sales of commodity
● Trade margin
● Service fee from
banking partners
● Sales commission
from agricultural input
suppliers

● Trade margin
(buying from small
farmers with fair
price) and selling it
to warung (small
traditional grocery
store) with more
attractive price.

7

Potential impact

● Provide updated
market price
information for the
whole industry—even
if the data would
initially be based on
their own transaction.
At least, in the near
term, their data can
serve as reference
for the market, which
is currently
unavailable.

● Provide updated
market price
information for the
whole industry—
even if the data
would merely be
based on their own
transaction. At least,
their data can serve
as reference for the
market, which is
currently
unavailable.

● Provide updated
market price
information for the
whole industry—even
if the data would
merely be based on
their own transaction.
At least, their data
can serve as
reference for the
market, which is
currently unavailable.
● Increase the price

● Provide updated
market price
information for the
whole industry—
even if the data
would merely be
based on their own
transaction. At
least, their data can
serve as reference
for the market,
which is currently
unavailable.
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Commodity
No

8

Criteria

Other information

Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

● Increase the price
received by small
farmers, not only
because SOBI can
get higher price due
to FSC certification,
but also because of
higher bargaining
power in the pricemaking process and
in the direct selling to
the industry as a
buyer (thus, skipping
many middlemen).
● Improve formal
financial institution
risk appetite towards
forestry industry
through the provision
of strong and robust
database.

● Increase the price
received by small
fishermen.
● Improve the
database system at
the Fish Auction
Facility.
● Improve small
fishermen’s access
to capital through its
partnership with
Fintech Company.

received by small
farmers.
● Improve small
farmers’ capacity and
knowledge to operate
with higher
productivity and
efficiency through
partnership with an
agriculture expert and
farming input
distributors.
● Improve small
farmers’ access to
capital through
partnership with
banks.

● Increase the price
received by small
farmers.
● Improve farmers’
bankability through
provision of
farmers’ transaction
data record.

●

●

●

There are seven
cooperatives under
Telapak
management, but
only four are
registered owners of
SOBI.
The two cooperatives
manage 955 hectares
of private forest
(about 375,000
trees).
There is an
opportunity to acquire
at least 8,000
hectares of additional
land if they can
manage to secure
investment.

● Through
pasarlaut.com, the
company has
compiled a pre-order
request of about
3,000 tons, but the
company only
managed to fulfill less
than 10% of the
demand.
● There are 54
fishermen
cooperatives under
Aruna network. Only
10% fully use the
integrated information
system.
● 1 cooperative has
more than 200
fishermen as
member. Most of the
cooperatives are in
West Java.
● There is an
opportunity to
empower and
improve the livelihood
of nearly 10.000
fishermen if this is
managed optimally.

IT = information technology, SOBI = PT Sosial Bisnis Indonesia
Source: Summary of counterpart Interview result

C.

Problem Identification

15.
Based on the four FGDs in Konawe, Solok, Pangalengan, and Indramayu; and two FGDs at
the national level at the Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affair, several problems were identified,
12

which confirmed that the primary sector supply chain ecosystem in Indonesia is not yet inclusive. At
macro level, this is reflected by the fact that even if the agriculture, forestry, and fisheries sectors are
the largest absorber of employment, they are the sectors that account for the lowest average income.
Kacaribu (2017) reports that despite the fact that agriculture, fisheries, and forestry sectors employed
37.8 million people (32% of total employment), these sectors have a real wage average that is less
than Rp1 million per month.3 All other sectors have a real wage average of more than Rp1 million
per month.
16.
To better demonstrate the current ecosystem condition of the four commodities in this
qualitative study, the commodity-specific problems are presented as a sequential problem matrix in
Table 3.

Table 3. Commodity-Specific Problems
No.

1

3
4

Criteria

Cultivation
phase
(preparation
phase for
fisheries)

Commodity
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

● Small timber farmers
commonly have
sporadic land areas
(harder to
coordinate, hence,
cannot cultivate the
land efficiently).
● Limited access to
capital. It requires a
high cost to cultivate
the new land,
including the cost to
clean and prepare
the land, and to buy
seeds, fertilizers,
and pesticides.
Financial institutions
also perceive timber
farming as risky,
hence, not
creditworthy due to
its nature as a longterm investment, and
the absence of
timber ownership
property rights, a
consensus on tree
valuation method as
an asset, and the
small farmer’s
income statement.
● Without the historical
production data, it is
impossible to
measure a credible
investment success

● There are two types of
fishermen: those who own
a boat and those that do
not own one (smaller
fishermen). Fishermen
without a boat depend on
boat owners to provide
them with capital to buy
food and fuel supplies to
sail.
● Smaller fishermen may
need to buy the supplies
with inflated price from the
trader or boat owner. This
practice makes boat
owners enjoy two types of
revenue stream: margin
from supply sales to the
smaller farmers, and from
the profit sharing. If boat
owners also act as the fish
buyer/trader at the auction
facility, they might enjoy a
third revenue stream from
margin of fish sales at
downstream market.
Smaller fishermen also
suffer more expensive
supplies, as a form of
“interest” to the food
suppliers.a 4

● There is no national
information system
that map horticulture
cultivation plan all
over Indonesia.
● Preparation cost for
land and mulsa
plastic is high,
approximately 35% to
total cost or Rp82
million/ha. Hence, the
COGS of chili is high.
● There is no
information for
farmers to know if the
soil has the required
nutrient. Thus,
farmers apply the
same treatment
regardless of the level
of soil nutrition.
● Lack of formal and
affordable access to
capital to finance
farms input. This
condition traps small
farmers to take loan
from a trader and to
commit to sell their
produce to this trader.
This limits their
bargaining power in
price determination.

● There is no national
information system
that maps horticulture
cultivation plan in
Indonesia.
● Planting planning
based on price
expectations will be
high on Hari Raya.
● Lack of knowledge
and improved
technology on how to
plant. Most of these
are traditional
practices carried
forward from the
previous generation.
● Lack of formal and
affordable access to
capital to finance
farms inputs. This
condition traps small
farmers who take a
loan traders then
commit to sell their
produce to that trader,
which limit their
bargaining power in
determining prices.

The average real wage here was based on annual real wage from 2009 to 2016.
The common profit sharing scheme is 60:40 for the small fisherman and larger fisherman (boat owner) if the small
fisherman takes care of the sailing cost and vessel maintenance; or 50:50 if all of the sailing cost for fuel and supplies
are first deducted from the gross fish sales income (in the upstream market).
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No.

Criteria

Commodity
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

rate that can be
used to estimate risk
level.
2

Nurturing
phase

● Minimum application
of multicultural
approach in
managing forest
areas to mix the
long-term nature of
timber with the
shorter-term cash
crop.
● High cost of
nurturing activities
due to wide area,
absence of irrigation
system or
technology, and
unpredictable pest
attack (including
pigs, mice, birds,
etc).
● Minimum application
of internet.
Counterpart’s use of
IT, such as putting a
chip in a tree to
monitor growth and
its ownership, is not
a common practice
among small timber
holders.

● Lack of technology to know ● Small farmers often
their exact location while at
rotate their crops, but
the ocean. In Kendari,
not (yet) select the
there is a compulsory GPS
crops in order to
—without display device
optimize the soil
(monitor). This system
nutrition. They merely
enables supervisory officer
grab the expected
to know the location of
market opportunity for
each vessel but it does not
certain crops.
help fishermen to know
● There is no
their exact position. Hence,
information on how to
some of them get caught
properly use fertilizer.
for sailing in the forbidden
Farmers usually use a
zone.
lot of fertilizer,
● Lack of technology to help
assuming that the
fishermen track the
more fertilizer used,
position of specific types of
the higher is their
fish or to record their
production of chili,
trajectory history. This
which is misleading.
makes market
matchmaking—for large
scale trading—difficult as
some large buyers need
continuous supply of
certain types of fish.

● Lack of proper crop
rotation practice as
farmers often replant
the onion seed right
after harvest, hence,
further degrades the
soil nutrition.
● Inefficient planting
method due to heavy
use of pesticide (more
than necessary). This
is a farmer’s risk
mitigation strategy
during unfavorable
weather. This massive
use of pesticide can
add risk to the
degradation of soil
nutrition.

3

Harvest phase

● Costly, since the
work is laborintensive. It is more
expensive if farmers
do not have their
own chain saw and
truck and are not
members of any
cooperative, since
they will need to
rent.
● There is no national
tree/timber mapping
and identification
online system to
monitor whether
timber harvesting is
done using
sustainable forest
management
principles.
● Harvested timber is
commonly brought to
the nearest streetside or riverside
where buyers can
have easy access.

● Unrecorded and irregular
pattern of fish catch results,
due to minimum use of
technology to detect fish
availability.
● The nature of fish as a
fresh product requires cold
storage facilities to keep its
value from diminishing,
thus, fishermen need to
have freezer or cold
storage on their vessels.

● Lack of methodology
to dry the onion after
harvest. The value of
onion increases when
it is dry. Currently,
farmers depend on
sunlight only for
drying.
●
IIt is not
common
practice
among chili
farmers to
label or
classify
commodities
based on seed
variant or
quality.

● The nature of chili as
a fresh product is that
the price can go down
when it starts to ripen
out. Hence, most
farmers often have to
sell them right away
even if the price at
that time is at its low
level—due to the
absence of proper
storage facility.
● It is not common
practice among chili
farmers to label or
classify commodities
based on seed
variant or quality.
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No.

4

5

Criteria

Commodity
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

Upstream
selling phase
(from farmers
to trader)

● Low bargaining
power if farmers sell
timber individually—
or not sold in a
coordinated selling,
through a
cooperative.
● Lack of market
information
(particularly on price)
can lower the
bargaining power of
small farmers since
a buyer/trader is
usually better
informed than the
farmer.
● There is almost no
valid market
information (price,
quantity, and
location per certain
type of timber)
available online.
● There is an
indication that
market players tend
to keep information
to themselves.

● Fish Auction facilities are
available as part of a
national program, but not
all are active. In Kendari,
the fish auction facility is
inactive; in Indramayu it is
active and managed by a
cooperative (in partnership
with a local fisheries
agency).
● Small fisherman can
directly sell their product to
consumers through small
street stalls in several
informal locations to enjoy
better price; some also
directly sell to restaurant
owners. Hence most
probably, the transaction
volume these auction
facilities is smaller than the
real size of the fish market.
● Direct selling from
fisherman to buyer or to a
middleman is mostly due to
the little capital that a small
fisherman has to support
his fishing activity. This
situation forces the
fisherman to sell his catch
below the price at the TPI
Karangsong or TPI.
● Many auction buyers in the
TPI auction facility are
selling fish to companies
that pay them back with
term payment. Thus, the
Mina Cooperatives (the
auction facility’s managing
organization) should not
provide loans to these
buyers as they cannot even
afford to provide loans to
fishermen who are their
members. As a result, small
fishermen still need to rely
on expensive loans for
capital from middlemen or
boat owners. b

● Most farmers need to sell their fresh chili harvests
directly to middlemen, and not at the local
traditional market because of transport cost, while
the risk of chili to ripen during distribution is high.
● Farmers hope to sell chili harvests above their
production cost, however, chili market price is not
stable; it may go higher or lower than the
production cost.
● Due to sporadic location, it is difficult to coordinate
the collection of crops.
● If farmers get a loan from the middlemen to buy
farming inputs, their crops usually cannot be sold
to other parties; hence, the middlemen have the
dominant power to determine the price.
● Most farmers do not get the best price since they
do not grade their harvest and tend to mix all both
low-quality and good-quality harvests together. c
● Most farmers do individual selling. There is lack of
effective local economic organization (LEO)
among small farmers—such as cooperatives—so
they could have harvest aggregation and
implement coordinated selling that could improve
their bargaining power in setting prices.

Downstream
selling phase
(from trader to
endcustomer).

● No organized market
or auction facility;
hence, the market
works inefficiently
where buyer often
complain of supply
scarcity while
supplier complains
of unattractive price
offers.
● Different players can
result in different
deal (price) for the

● Doing business with
corporate customers can
ensure that fish sales are
maximized with the
contract scheme. To
acquire such a contract,
traders need to comply
with the customer’s quality
standard and payment
procedure.
To achieve a customer’s
quality standard, traders
must have cold storage

● There are too many
middlemen in chili
market (some 13
middlemen from
farmers to Pasar
Induk or at the main
traditional market),
hence, affecting retail
price for the end
customers.
● Lack of storage
facilities forces the
chili trader to sell the

● There are several
types of social barriers
to participating as
“new” supplier in
certain traditional
market.
● There is significant
price difference
(Rp4,000–Rp6,000)
between onion from
Brebes and outside
Brebes. Good onion
quality has been
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No.

Criteria

Commodity
Timber

6

Business
environment

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

same/similar
product.
● Some of the smallscale buyers—
commonly SMEs
operating in informal
furniture business—
do not care if the
tree is legal or has
an FSC status. They
only care about the
cheaper price.
● Larger buyers with
business expansion
orientation care
about the trees’ legal
status. Still, they
cannot provide
enough premium for
FSC timber due to
the highly
competitive furniture
market. There is also
low awareness on
sustainable forest
management among
domestic furniture
consumers.

facilities to keep the fish
fresh. Building cold storage
facilities require huge
amount of capital,
therefore, traders need the
government to allocate their
budget resource to fund
these facilities.
On corporate customer’s
payment procedure, traders
need extra capital to keep
their operation until they
receive the payment from
the customer.
Such payment procedure is
a problem to small traders
who do not have large
capital. Hence, Cooperative
Mina Sumitra provides
credit facilities to a trader
who has a contract
business with a corporate
customer or industry. The
aim is not the interest but to
keep the traders continue
buying fish from TPI
Karangsong.

chili at a lower price,
especially when it has
started to ripen out.
This is also due to
limited information
and access to the
industry’s resources
so that chili can be
processed into more
durable products
such as dried chili,
chili powder, chili
sauce, etc.

associated to onion
from Brebes. This
gives other types of
onion a lower price
even if the quality is as
good as Brebes onion.
● The price of onion is
higher when it is
already dry. Since it
takes several days or
weeks to dry the
onion, some farmers
who need quick
money have to sell the
onion right after
harvest and thus get a
lower price. This is
also a result of poor
access to affordable
capital.

● High logistic cost,
partly due to limited
sawmills located
close to the timber
producer center.
This results in timber
being distributed in
the form of log,
which is not an
efficient form to ship
timber (waste of
space).
● Illegal timber is still
commonly used
among small
(informal) furniture
industries. This is
due to procedures
and requirements
that many small
businesses cannot
comply. There is
also the high cost in
getting certification
for the legal status of
the timber through
SVLK. The extra
costs worry small
businesses, as they
may not be able to
offer competitive
prices to their
customers.
● Social forestry

● The existing boat or vessel

● No license is required
to grow chili, but for
some farmers, the
need to participate in
Kelompok Tani
(Poktan) and to
register is still
considered
complicated. Hence,
many cannot access
the subsidized
farming input for
failing to show a
Poktan formal
registration
document.
● Large traders with
high capacity to
invest in storage
facilities can inflate
the price of chili by
“creating scarcity”
and keeping their chili
in storage for longer
time (menimbun).
● There is no
guaranteed off-taker
policy as a strategy to
help protect small
farmers’ income.

● Distribution of
subsidized farming
inputs entails certain
inclusion and
exclusion errors as
many farmers do not
participate in the
formally registered
Kelompok Tani.
● There is no onion
distribution route and
schedule, hence, it is
very hard to monitor
the inflow or outflow of
onion in certain
locations.
● There is limited postharvest technology in
this industry.
● There is no grading
system. there is only
an understanding that
a harvest is either a
Brebes onion or a nonBrebes onion. Brebes
onion is considered
better.
● There is no
guaranteed off-taker
policy as a strategy to
help protect small
farmers’ income.

ownership property rights
are not (yet) commonly
accepted as bank
collateral. Hence, many
fishermen can only access
expensive and informal
sources of capital.
● There are several types of
vessel ownership
documents: Surat Pas
Kapal, Izin Berlayar, Surat
Laut Sementara, Surat
Laut, and Ordonansi
Pendaftaran Kapal—
issued by the transport
agency. Licensing a boat
or vessel is considered
complicated since it needs
to be notarized. This
makes a boat or vessel as
a highly non-liquid asset.
● The Mina Cooperatives
Development Program,
initiated by the Ministry of
Fishery, aims to facilitate
and encourage fishermen
to manage their economic
activity together. This
program has not been
showing wide success.
● The unique characteristics
of fishermen and their
coast community result in
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No.

Criteria

Commodity
Timber

Sea Fish

Chili

Onion

scheme is still
too many different interests
considered
and this can be the largest
complicated and
challenge.
costly, hence,
● The licensing of a vessel
discourages some
and its sailing activities are
forestry community
complicated since fishermen
or cooperatives to
have to deal with two
apply and manage
different agencies—the
the allotted statetransport agency for vessel
owned forest zone.d
licenses, and the fishery
● There is no property
agencies for sailing and
right scheme for
fishing license.
trees and timber that ● For a vessel size that is
can be used as
more than 30GT, the
acceptable collateral
licensing or administration—
for credit in the
such as fishing license or
banking sector.
Surat Izin Penangkapan
Ikan—cannot be secured at
the municipality or regency;
fishermen need to go to the
KKP office in Jakarta and
should renew it each year.
COGS = cost of goods sold, ha = hectare, IT = information technology, KKP = Kementerian Kelautan dan Perikanan (Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries)
a

The common profit sharing scheme is 60:40 for the small fisherman and larger fisherman (boat owner) if the small fisherman takes care
of the sailing cost and vessel maintenance; or 50:50 if all of the sailing cost for fuel and supplies are first deducted from the gross fish
sales income (in the upstream market).
b
It is not easy to understand this phenomena—where Mina Cooperatives prefer to provide loan to auction buyers rather than to their
own fishermen members. Due to the limited fund capacity, the cooperatives are in a dilemma. They must choose between providing
loan to the buyers to keep the auction attractive and ensure that fishermen can have good price at the auction facility because it is
attended by many buyers, versus providing a more affordable loan to their fishermen members and let auction buyers search for other
sources of loan. In this case, the Mina Cooperatives believe it is more important to keep the auction facility active and attended by
many buyers so that their fishermen members could gain attractive selling price.
c
During the focus group discussion (FGD), one farmer related that he categorized his harvest and labeled the ones with best quality. By
doing so, he managed to get a better price than the other farmers.
d
Based on a press release from the Ministry of Forestry and Environment Affair SP. 315 /HUMAS/PP/HMS.3/10/2017, the government
has allocated 12.7 million hectares of forest zone to be managed under the social forestry scheme. As of October 2017, the distributed
social forestry licenses have covered 1.08 million hectares of state-owned forest zone. Hence, 8.5% of the total allotted land has been
distributed after 1 year of its implementation. The Social Forestry - Ministerial Regulation for Forestry and Environment Affair
No.83/2016 on Social Forestry was launched on 25 October 2016.
Source: Authors analysis.

17.
Based on Table 3, it can be observed that some of the identified problems are similar and
generally applicable to all four commodities. The basic logic behind the idea of developing an
inclusive supply chain model is to improve the level of income of small farmers or fishermen while
(at least) keeping the level of price paid by the end consumer at the same level (if not cheaper). To
do that, it is necessary to first map the factors or problems that prevent small farmers from enjoying
suboptimal levels of income, or to find ways to reduce or finance higher production or distribution
costs. Using an inductive approach, Figure 1 summarizes the commodity-specific problems to the
general problems in the commodity supply chain in Indonesia.
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Figure 1. Summary of the General Supply Chain Problems

Note:
In the context of fishery, the nurturing phase is the sailing phase, when fishermen need to explore locations to find some fish. The harvest
phase is catching phase, when fishermen take the fish from the sea and store these in their vessel. Upstream market refers to the Tempat
Pelelangan Ikan (fish auction facility) where fishermen can immediately sell their fish after docking their vessel at the harbor.
Source: Authors.

18.
The summary of sequential problem mapping in Figure 1 can be further analyzed into a
general ecosystem problem that can be categorized into eight types, as follows:
a.

Market information. Farmers do not have easy access to information on price,
available quantity in the market, and cultivation plan of each commodity in other areas
in Indonesia. The last item is most relevant to chili and onion as horticulture crops
where farmers have more options when determining which crops they want to
cultivate in the upcoming season.

b.

Access to capital. Farmers or fishermen in general can only access expensive capital
provided by the informal sector, such as middlemen (tengkulak). This is due to the (i)
absence of legitimate property rights on their valuable assets (such as non-certified
land, vessel, trees, etc.), (ii) absence of reliable transaction track records, and (iii)
irregular income pattern.
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D.

c.

Production technology. Most farmers have limited knowledge on how to grow certain
crops in a productive manner. Their farming practice is based on the general practice
in their village, or an intergeneration farming habit that commonly use excessive
pesticides and chemical fertilizer. This aspect is closely related with their minimum
application of agricultural technology during production phase. Such technology
includes Internet of Things (IoT), data mining and analysis, global positioning system
(GPS), radar, and others, which can help them to reduce production cost and increase
productivity in terms of quantity and quality.

d.

Technical assistance. Regional FGDs in four areas and national FGDs reveal that
most farmers or fishermen do not receive any intensive and sustainable technical
assistance, which they really need.

e.

Community economic organization. Small farmers or fishermen can only raise their
bargaining power when they collaborate and organize coordinated selling. The local
cooperatives that the study team met in Indramayu and Konawe have demonstrated
their effectiveness in improving farmers’ income by providing the means to bargain for
better prices (as compared with the prices offered by the upstream buyer (tengkulak)
when farmers sell their produce individually). The cooperatives can act as the local
ethical aggregator of the commodity.

f.

Distribution and logistics. Most small farmers do not have suitable transport mode
to distribute their produce. Thus, they highly depend on the tengkulak to handle the
logistic aspect, which further erodes their bargaining power to set a higher or fair price.
The absence of a special logistic route, checking point, or facility to transport the
important commodities—such as chili, fish, onion, etc.—makes the flow of
commodities between or within regions very hard to monitor.

g.

Market institution. The absence of a well-organized market at both upstream and
downstream market makes each agent in the market works inefficiently, and difficult
to find each other, determine price fairly, and make a deal. Only the fishery sector
already has an organized market facility called Tempat Pelelangan Ikan or fish auction
facility.

h.

License and regulation. This is most relevant for timber and fishery sectors where
small farmers or fishermen still need to deal with a complicated and costly licensing
procedure.

Proposed Solution: Inclusive Supply Chain Model

19.
The Inclusive Supply Chain model solution consists of elements with ICT solution, ecosystem
solutions, and partnership solution. The IB companies and the identified private or social sector
counterparts (whether they are IB or not),5 are part of this inclusive supply chain model. In this model,
IBs are understood to be companies at the end of the inclusive supply chain model requiring supplies
from micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs); farmers; start-ups; social enterprises;

5

The counterpart practitioners of this study are all start-up businesses, hence, their high development impact still needs to be proven.
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and others. They could also provide logistics and/or infrastructure (such as cold storage, etc.), so
that the inclusive supply chain model could function.
20.
The Inclusive Supply Chain model is proposed as a solution to improve the performance of
the existing supply chain ecosystem. To make this model work, several ICT solutions, partnership
solution, and supporting policy or regulation are required. Before drafting the proposed solution, the
study team first mapped the existing initiatives that have been put in place and its drawbacks (Table
4).

Table 4. Mapping of Existing Initiatives to Improve the Supply Chain Ecosystem
No.

1

Criteria

Cultivation
phase
(preparation
phase for
fisheries)

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber

Sea Fish

● The government’s social
forestry policies gave small
landholders around forest
area the opportunity to get
licenses to manage larger
land (around 2 hectares (ha)
each) for 35 years. a
● Several NGOs or forestry
local communities provide
assistance to local
communities in securing
social forestry licenses and
in the use of the forest area.
● The government had set up
the Pusat Pembiayaan
Pembangunan Hutan (BLUP3H) to provide loans that
will stimulate the utilization
of the forest’s potential.b

● The government had set up
Lembaga Pengelola Modal
Usaha Kelautan dan Perikanan
(LPMUKP) or the Institute for
Capital Management of Marine
and Fishery in 2016—a
government institution that can
provide financial or capital
support (in the form of loan) for
the marine and fishery
community.c
● The Ministry of Marine Affairs
and Fisheries (MOMAF) has
an insurance assistance for
fishermen. Fishermen are
eligible for the insurance
assistance for a maximum age
of 65 years old and use boat
for a maximum of 10 GT
capacity. During 2014–2017,
fishermen insurance aid was
granted to 664,746 people,
926 units of fishing boats, and
6,853 units of fishing gear,
including Cantrang
replacement.

Several drawbacks:
● The policy is part of the land
reform policy, hence, does
not really address other
problems, such as technical
assistance and access to
capital.
● The social forestry policy
assumes that the small
farmers will be able to
access credit—particularly
Kredit Usaha Rakyat—by
using the Social Forestry
Certificate as collateral.
However, without technical
assistance to apply multiculture approach or to utilize
the non-timber potential of
the forest, with its shorterterm cash flow pattern, the
certificate will not be enough
to convince banks to give
credit.
● The revolving fund managed
by BLU-P3H is very small
(about Rp500 billion or $35
million). The required capital
to cultivate timber is about

● MOMAF provides Informasi
Peta Perkiraan Daerah
Penangkapan Ikan (PPDPI) or
Information Map Forecasting
Fishing Area. Information
consists of fishing areas and
potential fish areas presented
on a periodical time (such as
weekly).
Drawbacks:
● To access the service menu
on LPUMKP, visitors should
have a username and a
password; however, there is
no clear information on how to
get the username and
password. LPUMKP offers
three services: proposal
assistance, revolving fund
management, and technical

Chili

Onion

● There is available information system that
informs the agricultural statistics database.
The statistics provide agricultural data at
the district, provincial, and national levels
for certain periods of a year. d
● There is official guide book for cultivation in
the form of general and technical guidance
published by Horticulture Directorate
Ministry of Agriculture; where cultivation
scheduling to smooth harvest stocks along
the year and stabilize price.e
● Social enterprise counterpart, Eragano,
provided cultivation tips and climate
forecast information on how to use the
optimal dose of fertilizers during certain
climate situation. Farmers that used
Eragano application tips confirmed that the
service is very useful.
● Eragano also facilitates small farmers’
access to capital from their bank partners.
Drawbacks:
● The agricultural statistics database provide
historical data, however, chili and onion
farmers need information about horticulture
planting plan map so will know when to
start cultivating and how much. This is to
ensure that they can get a good price and
find the best market (in other provinces,
cities, or regencies).
● The experience in using the statistics data
was not productive enough. The system
can only show results per one province,
regency, or city at a time, while the national
statistics only show the aggregate
production that cannot be broken down per
province or regency.
● The official guide book published by
Horticulture Directorate Ministry of
Agriculture is (sometimes) disseminated
through agriculture agencies at the local
government, and disseminated further to
registered groups of farmer’s groups
(GAPOKTAN). The GAPOKTAN’s leader
sometimes fails to disseminate the book to
the members due to some limitations. This
dissemination method also excludes other
informal farmers’ communities.
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No.

2

Criteria

Nurturing
phase

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber

Sea Fish

Rp1 billion per ha. The total
land allocation for social
forestry is 12.7 million ha.
Hence, other financing
support to accelerate social
forestry implementation will
still be needed.

assistance. There is login
window to access the services
in the Application of Business
Capital Monitoring or Aplikasi
Pemantauan Modal Usaha.
● The information in PPDPI
does not provide map for the
type of fish so fishermen
cannot prepare a plan to
maintain the supply of certain
fish that is in demand.

● Some farmers admit that they need closer
assistance to improve their cultivation and
nurturing technique, and the book is not
enough to fulfill the needs. The leader of
GAPOKTAN cannot also be relied upon to
act as the channel of knowledge or
information.
● The Eragano application served the
farmers’ needs better, however, farmers
need to change their mobile phone into
android; and simple trainings to teach them
how to use the application will be needed.

● Social enterprise
counterpart (SOBI) has
made several initiatives to
mix timber with cash crops
in managing the forest land,
to help balance the income
of small forest holders.
● SOBI also need to apply
ICT to monitor the growth of
each tree and clearly
identify tree ownership so it
can make an accurately
predict cash flow for the
cooperatives under the
partnership scheme.
● Some NGOs also give
assistance to local forest
communities to produce
honey or crafts while
nurturing and waiting for the
timber to grow and ready to
be harvested.

● MOMAF has developed
education system to support
fisheries sectors and training
centers that per year can train
more than 25,000 people
(MOMAF, 2015)
● Some fishermen have been
equipped with radar
technology that can help them
monitor their vessel position
from the captain’s deck.

● The Ministry of Agriculture provides
guidance on crop rotation and technique for
efficient but optimal use of fertilizer in the
form of a guide book.f
● Features in Eragano application provide
technical tips and information that are
relevant during nurturing phase.
● The Ministry of Agriculture has a 3-month
farmers’ assistance program that recruits
Indonesian young bachelors to help
improve village economy.
● The Ministry of SMEs and Cooperatives
have several training programs on financial
management and cooperative as a
community economic organization. The
ministry also initiated an ongoing effort to
standardize the competence of SME
consultants or facilitators through
certification by the Badan Nasional
Sertifikasi Profesi (National Certification
Bureau).

Drawbacks:
● The system requires
Android, and not many small
timber farmers have mobile
phones powered with
Android.
● The scale of SOBI initiatives
is still very small (less than
1,000 has) while the
potential land to be
managed using the social
forestry scheme is 12.7
million has.

3

Harvest phase

● Social enterprise
counterpart partners
Koperasi Hutan Jaya Lestari
(KHJL) have provided
chainsaw and transport
services to help their
members to harvest the

Drawbacks:
● The counseling and training
does not include the skill to
detect specific types of fish
and to install radar or GPS.
● The radar cannot help the
fishermen detect specific
types of fish that are in
demand by large buyers or by
the industry. Hence, the
continuity problem persists—
there is inability to
continuously fulfill the demand
for specific types of fish.

● MOMAF provides direct
assistance to the community
in the form of small-scale ice
flake machine, small-scale
integrated cold storage,
facilities and infrastructure,
boats and machinery, nets,

Chili

Onion

Drawbacks:
● Similar dissemination problems occur
regarding the cultivation manual book.
● The existing technical assistance program
is not designed as a sustainable program,
hence, it is executed in a hit-and-run
approach.
● Certification can improve the capacity of
local economic facilitators as technical
assistance provider, but the existing
initiatives in the context of SMEs have been
running for more than 5 years and still have
not resulted in any clear certification
platform or program. The challenge is how
to create an effective certification that can
assure that a certificate holder can
effectively solve certain problems or is able
to get a task properly done.
● At the chili and onion national FGD, the
Ministry of Agriculture reported that it has
initiated a method to increase the added
value of chili—by providing processing tools
so that farmers can process their chili
harvests and enjoy higher prices.
● In an interview, a representative of the
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No.

Criteria

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber
timber. These are part of
cooperatives’ services since
they get commissions from
the sale of timber owned by
their members.
Drawbacks:
● This service provides a
tangible benefit and a
come on for small timber
farmers to join
cooperatives. However, the
tools and transport vehicle
are rented, hence, the cost
to provide the service is still
considered high even if
cooperatives can still gain
some surplus from the
sales commission.
● KHJL in Konawe was
initiated in 2004 yet but
until now, it has not grown
much due to limited
cooperative management
capacity and suboptimal
business surplus to expand
its business scale.

4

Upstream
Selling phase
(from farmers
to traders)g

● KHJL provides an example
of coordinated selling
through a cooperative,
which can help small
farmers to enjoy better price
and lower cost for their
harvest. KHJL as a
cooperative can act as
aggregator of timber
provided by many small
farmers. This provides
convenience to marketing
partner or customer (buyer).
● Timber monitoring and
identification system
provided by PT SOBI enable
their cooperative partners to
manage harvest in a
sustainable way and to fairly
distribute timber sales
income to their members.
Drawbacks:
● KHJL can perform such role
because it receives
management assistance
from an NGO called
Telapak. This model is not
easy to replicate if there is
no technical assistance
provider, such as Telapak.
● SOBI’s timber monitoring
system still requires farmers
to take a picture of each tree

Sea Fish
GPS, and freezer. The
beneficiaries of the assistance
are cooperatives and the local
government.
● During 2014–2017, MOMAF
provided processing and
marketing assistance, which
consisted of 150 units of cold
chain system, 67 units of cold
storage, 15 units of integrated
cold storage, and 243 units of
ice flake machine.
Drawbacks:
● The national program on
processing and marketing
assistance run by MOMAF is
still very small scale, leaving
many fishermen without the
needed equipment or
facilities.

● Fish commodity already has a
legal marketplace in upstream
selling in the form of the fish
market and auction center
(Tempat Pelelangan Ikan –
TPI.) An effective fish auction
can provide the required
supply of fish, both in quantity
and types. Fisherman can also
obtain here information on the
price of their fish with the
reference price at this facility.
● PT. Aruna developed
Pasarlaut.com—a site for
buying and selling fish and
seafood through online. PT.
Aruna has the following
products: (i) integrated fishery
management (integrated
application system for fishery
auction management), (ii)
fishery online trading (real time
and reliable data in fishery
sector), and (iii) fishery data
intelligent (trade innovation
system for fish and marine
commodities).
● MOMAF builds new industries
based on the island region.
Outlying islands in the region
closest to the Export Gateway
are Natuna, Saumlaki,
Merauke, Mentawai, Nunukan,
Talaud, Morotai, Biak Numfor,
Rote Ndao, Mimika, Sumba

Chili

Onion

Ministry of Agriculture also reported that the
ministry has a program to expand onion
production cluster to the eastern part of
Indonesia, hence, the need for more onion
seeds. This opens an opportunity for onion
farmers to also sell some of their dried
onion as seeds. By splitting their usual
harvest sales, farmers do not need to sell
the onion soon after harvest. This can
reduce the risk of lower prices during a
simultaneous harvest period.
Drawbacks:
● The facilities were not used optimally by the
farmers due to their usual habit of selling
fresh chili, particularly during periods when
price is higher. There is also the worry
among farmers that their processed chili
(sambal) may not be successful in the
market as Indonesian people prefer to
make their own fresh sambal. Besides,
consumers already have many options of
processed sambal from large companies
such as Indofood, ABC, Heinz, belibis, etc.
● The plan to establish a new onion
production center is still unclear.

Price information for food commodities is
provided by the team of regional inflation
control and is being coordinated by Bank
Indonesia. It is called Pusat Informasi Harga
Pangan Strategis Nasional (see also
https://hargapangan.id/).
● The other one that provides food commodity
price is the Priangan. However, Priangan
only provides prices at the production center
level and retail level for the West Java area
(see www.priangan.org).
● The Ministry of Trade also has Sistem
Pemantauan Pasar Kebutuhan Pokok
(SP2KP) that provides prices of basic food
commodities (https://ews.kemendag.go.id/)
● The Ministry of Agriculture also collects price
data but this is disseminated through the
WhatsApp group of the local agriculture
agencies.
Drawbacks:
● From the FGDs with farmers’ communities,
it was revealed that farmers are not
informed about these websites due to their
illiteracy to use internet.
● Other important information on the
commodities cultivation plan and existing
stocks are not provided by the existing
websites. Hence, farmers still have to rely
on rumors or on their market expectation
when deciding which crop they should
plant.
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No.

Criteria

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber
frequently (and the system
will automatically tabulate
the size of the tree). This
can be a labor-intensive
process. It takes 2.5 days to
monitor about 400 trees/ha
(if done by one person).
This is another factor that
slows down the expansion
process even if KHJL had
been granted the license to
manage more than 4,000 ha
of forest area. The
unanswered question is who
will do the monitoring and to
pay for it.

5

Downstream
selling phase
(from trader to
end customer,
namely the
furniture,
paper, or
timber primary
industries
such as
plywood,
veneer, wood
chips, etc)

● SOBI, as the company that
is partially owned by KHJL,
manages to map B2B
market that values FSC
timber better than non-FSC
timber. Hence, SOBI helps
cooperative members to
enjoy better prices.
● SOBI is developing a
dynamic digital map to
present the stock of timber
in several areas where their
cooperative partners
operate. It can also provide
the price per type of timber.
Drawbacks:
● The existing initiatives do
not address logistic issue.
Since timber buyers are still
dominated by players in
Java, a solution is still
required to minimize the
price gap between similar
timber types from Java and
non-Java Island
● The map is not yet publicly
available. If it is, it will only
cover the information on

Sea Fish
Timur, Sabang, and Tahuha.

Chili

Onion

● It appeared that the ministries did not know
each other’s initiatives.

Drawbacks:
● Not all fish auction facilities are
active. In Kendari, the fish
market and auction center is
inactive. In Indramayu, it is
active and managed by a
cooperative in partnership with
a local fisheries agency.
● There are fishermen that sell
their fish directly on the street
or to middlemen, thus, the
transaction is not recorded in
Fish Auction.
● The IT system provided by
ARUNA has the potential to
provide a standardized
bookkeeping system at the
Fish Auction. It can also
provide transparency to
improve the auction process,
and is well-recorded for better
monitoring.. However, it is not
easy to gain buy-in from the
fishermen’s community, which
manages the auction facility
(the Mina Cooperatives). This
is due to their lack of capability
to use the technology, and also
to ARUNA’s resource limitation
in providing the required
technical assistance.
●

●

PT. Aruna develops
Pasarlaut.com—a site for
buying and selling fish and
seafood through online.
Pasarlaut.com provides a list
of fish and marine
commodities at affordable
prices. End consumer may
buy fish from Pasarlaut.com
with minimum quantity order.
Pasarlaut.com offers orders
in bulk quantity, or as a
wholesaler.
Pasarlaut.com supplies fish
to B2B market and can
receive Purchase Order from
the buyer company. Hence,
ARUNA can act as buyer at a
fish auction facility that do not
need loan from Mina
Cooperatives, since they can
access invoice financing from
the Financial Technology
Company. This procedure
can help the Mina
Cooperatives in providing
more affordable loan to
fishermen members, instead
of just providing loans to

●

●

●

●

Some traditional market hubs initiated by
the private sector, such as Tanah Tinggi
market, have better stock management
procedure to reduce price fluctuation risk.
Innovative start-ups, such as Limakilo,
have shortened the supply chain by selling
farmers’ crops directly to the market.
Meanwhile, Eragano sells chili to industrial
consumers, and this is also to facilitate
access to capital (to buy farm inputs) from
the bank. Hence, they have contributed to
improving small farmer’s income through
higher or fairer price and cheaper access
to capital.
Indofood already has a form of partnership
with farmers especially for commodities
that take more than 60% of their cost for
production, such as chili. Indofood takes
part as the off-taker of farmers’ crops.
Drawbacks:
The scale of initiatives from the social
enterprise counterparts is still very small
and with challenges to scale it up,
particularly on the high cost of
empowering them (e.g., to facilitate and
enhance the function and effectiveness of
farmers’ communities, and to educate
them). The social enterprise counterparts
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No.

Criteria

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber
timber price and available
quantity under SOBI’s
management. It can be
useful in providing certain
price benchmark, but will not
be able to provide
comprehensive reference
price for the whole market.

Sea Fish
●

●

6

Business
environment

● Online SVLK application
and reporting system have
been provided by the
Ministry of Forestry and
Environmental affairs.
● The ministry has also
developed a Social Forestry
online application system.
See
http://pskl.menlhk.go.id/akps
/.
●
The system provides
indicative forestry zone
map, and is supposed to
indicate which areas can be
managed using the social
forestry scheme. See
http://pskl.menlhk.go.id/akps
/index.php/piaps/peta.
●

Drawbacks:
Some small farmers still
consider the SVLK online
system as complicated,
hence, they do not apply to
get the certificate and
instead choose to sell their
timber to SMEs (particularly
in the furniture sector),

●

●

●

●

auction buyers.
MOMAF, through the
Indonesian Fisheries Testing
Center or Balai Besar Hasil
Pengujian Perikanan
(BBP2HP) provides display
marketing facility for small
retailers. Retailers with
motorcycle receive display
materials for fresh fish—
complete with knife set, cool
storage, and helmet. Retailer
who are street vendors
receive hygiene cart for fresh
fish.

Chili

●

Drawbacks:
As it turned out, the users of
pasarlaut.com were mostly
middlemen, hence, ARUNA
decided to hide the price
information from the website,
and let the price negotiation
to take place offline (via
Whatsapp discussion or
phone calls). ARUNA
changed its business model
from aiming to provide direct
access to both customers
and fishermen to focusing
the supply of fish to B2B
market.

MOMAF already provides
one-stop-service (OSS) to
those applying for licenses in
sea fishing (see
http://ptsp.kkp.go.id/).
See Presidential Regulation
No. 44 in 2016 on the List of
Closed Business Fields and
Opened Business Fields with
Requirements in the Field of
Investment. This rule
indicates that the capture
fisheries sector is now
closed for foreign
investment. Previously,
foreigners could invest up to
100% in the fishing sector.
MOMAF implements illegal,
unreported, and unregulated
(IUU) fishing prevention by
carrying out the ratification of
Port State Measures
Agreement to detect the
occurrence of IUU fishing,
and disseminates ship
information on perpetrators
of IUU fishing globally.
MOMAF handles issues on
cross-border fishermen.

●
●

●

●

●

Onion

also have limited knowledge and capacity
particularly in organization skills, such as
cooperatives or formal association. At
some points, farmers need to be able to
organize and manage themselves.
Indofood, as example of IB in Indonesia,
also has limited capacity to empower
small farmers. From experience, it could
take about 5 years of technical assistance
to empower the farmers’ communities to
improve the quality of crops and to
manage or properly administer their
organization. It supports the idea of social
enterprises as a leading sector in the
empowerment process. It just needs more
focus to be able to take the role as offtaker.

Through the Ministry of Agriculture, the
government supports farmers through
input subsidy, such as for fertilizer.
MoA has developed many (registered)
farmers’ community in many location in
Indonesia namely Gabungan Kelompok
Tani (GAPOKTAN), the community leader
have a role to act as channel to inform
marketing, production and other update
information regarding program or
guidance from Ministry of Agriculture to
farmers community (the members or the
GAPOKTAN)
The Jakarta Futures Exchange is a
commodity futures market with a potential
to be the main market to set price in a
more transparent and fair mechanism
(http://jfx.co.id). h
Warehouse receipt law (Sistem Resi
Gudang or SRG) UU No.9/2011 has
legalized warehouse receipts issued by
registered warehouses to act as legitimate
collateral, since the receipt is a proof of
ownership upon commodities’ inventory
that are stored in a certain warehouse.
The SRG policy is also supported by
commodity auction facility or the Pasar
Lelang Komoditas.
The Lembaga Penyelidikan Ekonomi
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No.

Criteria

Existing Initiatives and Drawbacks
Timber

●

which do not care much
about the legal status of the
timber, and put more
importance to the price.
The online system for Social
Forestry is still at its beta
version. The digital map is
also still in a mock-up
phase, hence, it is not yet
well-functioning as to
providing information on
available forest zones. The
system also does not cover
information on the type of
timber, price, and available
quantity in each zone.

Sea Fish
During 2014–2017, MOMAF
reported the following:
●
1,020 foreign crew
members deported
●
1,983 foreign fishermen
repatriated
●
534 Indonesian
fishermen were rescued
Drawbacks:
● For the licensing of vessel
and sailing activities,
fishermen have to deal with
two agencies—the
transportation agency for
vessel licenses, and the
fishery agencies for sailing
and fishing license.
● For vessel size of more than
7GT, the licenses or
administration cannot be
secured at the municipality
or regency. Fishermen have
to go to Jakarta for a vessel
that is more than 30GT.
● A sailing and fishing license
(Surat Izin Penangkapan
Ikan) should be renewed
each year, for fishermen with
vessels that are more than
30 GT. This should be done
at the KKP office in Jakarta.
● Based on MOMAF's
performance report, the
distribution of the
government’s aid to targeted,
and appropriate stakeholders
needs to be timely, and is
still a target for the next 2
years.

Chili

Onion

Masyarakat at Faculty of Economics and
Business, University of Indonesia (LPEM
FEB UI) initiated ukmindonesia.org—the
first licensing information hub in Indonesia,
displaying bundle of licenses based on city
and business category. This Web Portal
provides detailed information on how to
secure certain licenses in a much easier
way.
Drawbacks:
● Input subsidy is observed as not very
effective since smaller farmers do not
participate in the registered farmer’s group
(due to administration issue). Hence, richer
farmers can enjoy the subsidy.i
● GAPOKTAN failed to share the information
to other GAPOKTAN members. This could
be due to the limited capacity of
GAPOKTAN’s leader to explain things, or
also probably because they also do not
really understand the message (hence,
they cannot explain), or because there is
limited opportunity to gather their members
into one forum.
● The commodity market, Jakarta Futures
Exchange, seems not very active since the
list of commodities is still limited and the
information provided is incomplete. Trading
activities also seem not very active. There
are several empty and unavailable
information in the website.
● Based on Ministry of Trade Regulation No.
26/M-DAG/PER/6/2007, this rule provides
guidance on the commodities that can be
used as warehouse receipt, such as
paddy, rice, coffee, cacao, pepper, rubber,
seaweed, and corn. This implies that
warehouse receipt is still incompatible for
horticulture commodities, such as chili and
onion.
● The covered information in
ukmindonesia.org are still limited to SME
business activities in an urban setting.
Hence, the licensing information on
agriculture business had not yet been
covered. The web portal is currently only
an informational platform, and undergoing
improvement to become a licensing
channel. Once operational, SMEs will not
only able to access the licensing
information, but also apply and secure the
licenses through the platform. Since it is a
university initiative, it is not easy for LPEM
FEB UI to request information on the
formal licensing procedure from local
governments.

ICT = information and communication technology, FGD = focus group discussion, FSC = Forest Stewardship Council, GAPOKTAN =
Gabungan Kelompok Tani, KHJL = Koperasi Hutan Jaya Lestari, NGOs = nongovernment organizations, SMEs = small and mediumsized enterprises, SOBI = PT Sosial Bisnis Indonesia.
a
The policy is stipulated in the Minister of Environment and Forestry Affair No.83/2016 on Social Forestry and No.39/2017 on Social
Forestry at a state-owned company (Perhutani) area.
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b

See also https://blup3h.id/.

c

The institution is designated through the Decree of the Minister of Finance No. 710/KMK.05/2016. It stipulates that the institutional
model for LPMUKP is a public service agency for financial support (or Pengelolaan Keuangan Badan Layanan Umum [PPK BLU]). This
agency was designed to have more flexibility in its financial management since its revenue does not need to be transferred back to the
government treasury account, thus, it can be revolved faster and in a more productive way.
d
See also http://aplikasi.pertanian.go.id/bdsp.

See also http://hortikultura.pertanian.go.id/?page_id=2017.

e
f

See also http://hortikultura.pertanian.go.id/?page_id=2017.

g

In some cases, the role of an upstream trader is played by the cooperatives owned by the farmers. This upstream market model is
considered more inclusive and fair, if compared with the model used by individual traders (tengkulak).
h
Jakarta Future Exchange is a facility provided by the PT Bursa Berjangka Jakarta. It was founded by more than 20 companies that
operate in commodity and trading sectors. The trade clearing system used in JFX is provided by PT Kliring Berjangka Indonesia, which
is a state-owned enterprise. The operation of JFX is supervised by Future Exchanges Agency under the Ministry of Trade or the Badan
Pengawas Perdagangan Berjangka Komoditi.
I
Camilo Gomez Osorio et al. (2011).
Source: Authors.

21.
To provide a clearer picture of the existing initiatives, the matrix in Table 5 summarizes
Table 4 based on the leading sectors and the type of problems the initiatives are trying to tackle.
Table 5. Summary of existing initiatives and leading sectors
No

Type of
Problem

Timber
Type of
intervention

1

Market
information

2

Access to
capital

1. Loan facility
by BLU

3

Production
technology

4

Technical
assistance

Fish
Leading
sector

Type of
intervention
1. Map of
potential
fishing area

Chilli and Onion
Leading
sector

Leading
sector

1. Price and
quantity data
online
publication

1. Government
and Bank
Indonesia

1. Loan facility 1. Government
by BLU
2. Government
2. Insurance
3. Innovative
facility to
start-ups and
increase
Fintech
fisherman
(Private
eligibility to
Sectors)
access
lokan
3. Invoice
financing

1. Facilitation to
access loan
from banks

Innovative
start-up
(Private
Sectors)

1. Multi-culture
1. Innovative
cropping
start-ups
2. ICT to monitor
(private
timber growth,
sectors)
position,
2. Innovative
identity, and
start-ups
ownership
(private
3. Utilization of
sectors)
Non-timber
3. NGOs,
forest
University
potential (e.g
honey, fruits,
etc)

1. Vessel
Radar
technology

Government

1. Production
technology
manual book
(crop rotation
technique)

Government

1. Social
Forestry

1. Counselling
and training

Government

1. Online
cultivation tips

1. Innovative
Start-up

1.
Government

1. NGO

1. Government

Type of
intervention
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license
assistance
and land
cultivation
2. Assistance to
FSC
certification
5

Community 1. Cooperative
economic
as commodity
organization
local
aggregator
2. ICT support to
monitor
harvest and
fairly distribute
the revenues
among
members.

6

Distribution 1. Chainsaw and
and logistics
transportation
service

7

Market
institution

1. Dynamic
digital map to
provide timber
available
quantity data
and its price.

8

License and
regulation

1. Social
Forestry
License policy
2. Online SVLK
application
system
3. Social forestry
online
application
system
4. Indicative
forestry zone
map

2. Innovative
start-ups
(Private
Sectors)

1.
Cooperative
(Privatesocial
sectors)

and weather
forecast
2. Bachelors go to
village 3
months farmers
assistance
program

(Private
sectors)
2. Government

1. Mina
cooperatives
as auction
centre
manager,
facilitate their
member to
gain fair price.

1. Government
and
cooperative

1. Training on
cooperatives
2. Local
facilitators
standardization
of competence

1. Government
2. Government
and NGOs

1. Small scale
ice flake
machine, cold
storage,
freezers, and
nets.
2. Fishery
industry
cluster
3. Fish display
equipment
support

1. Government
2. Government
3. Government

1. Processing
equipment to
add value of the
crops
2. Production
cluster program
plan
3. Harvest offtaking by large
inclusive
business

1. Government
2. Government
3. Private
Sectors

Innovative
start-up
(private
sectors)

1. Auction
centre
2.
pasarlaut.com
(online fish
market)

1. Government
and
cooperative
2. Innovative
start-up
(Private sector)

1. commodity
future market
2. traditional
market hub
(pasar induk)
with stock
management
procedure

1. government
2. government
and private
sectors

Government

1. OSS for
license
application
2. Sea
fisheries is
closed for
foreign
investment
3. Illegal
fishing law
enforcement

Government

1. warehouse
receipt initiatives
2. input subsidy
(fertilizers).

Government

Source: Authors analysis.

22.
This study proposed several recommendations to improve the supply chain ecosystem, that
were derived from two steps: (i) First is by mapping the existing initiatives or solution per individual
problem type leading sector, ; (ii) we evaluate the effectiveness of existing initiatives and observes
which leading sector could play the effective role to derive the proposed solution that will be
27

mapped into one ecosystem model, which will elaborate which agents should participate and what
role each agent should play.
1.

Solution to Improve the Supply Chain Ecosystem

23.
Figure 1 summarizes the types of general problems across the four commodities regarding
market information, access to capital, production technology, technical assistance, local economic
organization, distribution and logistics, market institution, and license and regulation. Based on
regional and national FGDs, literature studies, interviews with several government officials and
market practitioners, discussions at the national workshop, and the review and analysis of existing
initiatives, this study derived a general solution to improve the overall ecosystem so that a more
inclusive supply chain can be developed. However, as a qualitative study whose data relies on
interviews and FGDs, this study has limitations on its ability to provide an elaborate and detailed
solution per commodity.
24.
This study was able to generate several alternative ecosystem models that demonstrate how
each leading sectors could collaborate and divide roles through mutual partnership that can create
a more inclusive ecosystem.
25.
The model consists of 10 actors, representing three leading sectors—private, public, and
social sectors—which were all involved in providing the existing initiatives (Table 4). The private
sector is defined as an actor who owns and manages privately owned company, money, or asset.
The public sector is an actor who manages publicly owned (represented by state ownership) money
or asset while the social sector is an actor who manages an organization, money, or asset that are
socially owned (represented by not-for-profit organizations). However, to better visualize this model,
this study tries to break down several types of actors per type of leading sector, which results in 10
types of development actors, including several hybrid actors.
Table 6. Types of Development Actors
No.

Actors

Actors’ Sector
Category

Inclusive business

Private sector

Financially sustainable, wide-scale business entities
committed to integrate people living below the bottom-of-thepyramid (BOP) into their supply chain, either as producers,
distributors, and/or consumers.

Local economic organization
(cooperatives or community
or association)

Private–social
sector (hybrid)

Self-help group or communities or organizations that exist in
the local social structure. Some of them are informal (not
registered in any public institution), some of them are semiformal (registered at certain public institution, but the
organization itself does not have a clear legal status), some
of them are formal (registered and have clear legal status) a

Social enterprise or
innovative start-up

Private–social
sector (hybrid)

A social enterprise is an entity that wants to solve certain
social problems through business approach. Its activity
includes empowering marginalized communities (including
BOPs) as their business partners or customers, monitoring
social impact, reinvesting profit into social mission, practicing
ethical business, and operating toward financial
sustainability.b

1

2

3

Notes
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No.

Actors

Actors’ Sector
Category

Notes

State-owned companies
(BUMN), local governmentowned companies (BUMD),
village-owned companies
(BUMDES)

Private–public
sector (hybrid)

A business entity of which a part or the whole belongs to the
public sector.

National government

Public sector

National government includes the President, coordinating
ministries, and technical ministries or other institutions.

Local government

Public sector

Local government refers to regencies (kabupaten) and
municipalities (kota).

Universities

Some universities
are under the
public sector,
some are under
the social sector

Higher education institutions that implement the three pillars
of universities: teaching, researches, and community
empowerment.

International donor agencies
(ADB, World Bank, etc.)

Social sector

8

International agencies that provide grants or soft loan
programs to support a countries’ development program.

Other donor or impact
investor institutions

Social sector

9

Philanthropy and/or venture capitalist organizations that
have interest in supporting business entities with social
mission or have inclusive business operation.

Nongovernment
organizations

Social sector

Nongovernment organizations or Lembaga Swadaya
Masyarakat, which have certain technical expertise to
provide trainings, technical assistance, coaching, and
facilitating service to local communities.c

4

5

6

7

10

a

During FGD in Konawe and Indramayu, the local communities of small timber farmers (Koperasi Hutan Jaya Lestari) and the fishermen
(Koperasi Mina Bahari) that the team met were the formal ones since they were registered at local government agencies (at Dinas
Perikanan or Dinas Kehutanan). The organization is also a formal cooperative. In Solok, the team met with a community of semiformal
farmers called Kelompok Tani Matahari Terbit, which is registered with local agriculture agencies, but the organization itself was just
an informal community that does not have a legal status. In Pangalengan, we met with an informal farmers’ community called Komunitas
Bernard Tani, which is not a registered farmers group (kelompok tani), hence, it cannot access subsidized fertilizers or pesticides.
b
The social enterprise work may be beyond people at the bottom-of-the-pyramid (BOP)—since they may empower people with AIDS,
former drugs addict, and people with disabilities. As a new hybrid business organization, most social enterprises in Indonesia have not
reached a financially sustainable state, hence, the focus is on their orientation as an organization. These five criteria of a social
enterprise are based on Meisari et al. (2016). We categorize them as private–social sector since some of them still manage grant
money or donation. This study used this as a different actor than IB because despite the fact that its innovative operation model had
been proven to be more inclusive, it has not been proven as a commercially viable or a scalable model.
c
An NGO that we met during this study is the Telapak, which facilitates and assists small farmer communities in organizing themselves
into cooperatives.
Source: Authors.

2.

Ecosystem Solution: Several Models of Inclusive Supply Chain for
Agriculture

26.
This study managed to map an inclusive supply chain model for agriculture, extracted from
the FGDs, field observations, and discussions (interviews) with practitioner counterparts, and
several other practitioners. Since most of the problems in forestry, fisheries, and horticulture
(agriculture) are similar, the study will present several alternatives of the general inclusive supply
chain model that may be applied in different local contexts with minimum adjustment.
29

27.
The study first mapped the operation model of the innovative start-ups that are part of the
study counterparts and took a closer look on the key element or necessary condition that could
make each model work. Of the four study counterparts, the study derived three alternatives of IB
ecosystem model, each of which has its own fundamental difference.6 Table 6 presents the
summary of the simple logical framework for each model.

Table 7. Summary of Logical Framework for Inclusive Business Ecosystem Models
No.
A

6

Criteria

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Key Input
1

Dedicated local facilitators

Yes

No

No

2

Farmers’ communitya

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Local economic organization (LEO)

No

Yes

No

4

Information and communication technology (ICT)

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

ICT product knowledge counselor b

Yes

Yes

Yes

B

Key Activities

1

Sustainable technical assistance to develop or manage the
LEOc

Yes

No

No

2

Assistance to use ICT solution

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

LEO activity on data collection and management

No

Yes

No

4

Commodity and transaction data collection and
management

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Data collection and management of farmers’ activity

No

Partially
Yesd

Yese

6

Technical assistance on agricultural production method
and/or technology

Yes

No

Partially
Yesf

7

Commodity marketing facilitation

Yes

Yes

Yes

C

Key Outputs

1

Functioning LEOs (cooperatives)g

Yes

No

No

2

Reliable data recording and management system for the
local economic organization

Partially
Yesh

Yesi

No

Some of the operational models of the counterparts are similar, hence, this study only presents three models with
significant differences.
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No.

a

b

c
d
e

f

g

h

I

Criteria

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

3

Fair price for farmers

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Better access to capital to support farmers’ working capital

Yes

Yes

Yes

5

Higher productivity (quality and quantity)

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Lower production cost (from input price to nurturing and
harvesting cost)

Yes

Yes

Yes

7

More efficient commodity distribution cost

Yes

Yes

Yes

There are formal and informal farmers’ community. The former is the registered Farmers Group or Kelompok Tani (POKTAN) and latter group is the
Gabungan Kelompok Tani (GAPOKTAN) at the local agriculture agency. Being an informal group, the latter is not registered, such as the Bernard Farmers’
Community in Pangalengan, West Java.
This is provided by the start-ups or inclusive businesses (IBs) to assist and explain to the communities of farmers and fishermen how to use the ICT
platform or application.
This is beyond the hit-and-run approach, which usually provides several days of training or several months of assistance.
The main activity of the farmers and fishermen that is recorded is on loan and repayment history.
The recorded data covers farmers’ habits in buying agricultural input, loan and repayment, and type of questions they often ask to the counselor or virtual
assistant.
This is done by providing access to agricultural inputs with good quality and best price, and online tips or virtual assistance on how to nurture the crop
within the ICT platform or application.
These are collectively owned and partially managed by farmers’ community representatives and professionals (they can also be NGO representatives).
The organization—if managed properly—has the potential to provide additional income to farmers not only from better commodity prices, but also from
cheaper inputs or production costs, and from distribution of business surplus (annual dividend). The organization can also become the vehicle for farmers
to express aspiration and collectively decide on how to manage their economic activities that is best-suited to them.
This only covers commodity data recording system—to simplify the role of an LEO in data management activities and position them as production facilitators
and commodity local aggregator. This can be done since the whole transaction data (price, quantity, buyers, and distribution of sales income to each
cooperative member) is done by the start-ups.
This covers (i) commodity data (mainly the type of crop or fish and available stock), (ii) price and quantity transaction settlement data, (iii) sales income
distribution to cooperative members, (iv) buyers, (v) cooperatives’ financial activity (revenue and cost), and (vi) members’ loan and repayment. Here, the
role of cooperatives is more as upstream marketplace facilitators, which help farmers and fishermen to deliver their harvests, and directly meet and make
a deal with several buyers through an auction process.

Source: Authors.

28.
The distinguishing characteristics of each model are presented in bold letters, from which the
name of the model is derived. Model 1 is sustainable technical assistance model, Model 2 is data
management system model, and Model 3 is historical data recording model. However, these models
also have common characteristics, of which the main position an IB can take is either as capital
provider or off-taker. The discussion that follows elaborates the key assumptions, mechanism, and
lessons learned for each model. There is no model that is preferable or easier to implement because
the implementation of each model will depend on the existing ecosystem of the commodity or the
region.
a.

Sustainable Technical Assistance Model

29.
This supply chain model emphasizes on Sustainable Technical Assistance as the central
point. This is the most important aspect that the model requires to result in a functioning local
economic organization (LEO) that enables small farmers to organize themselves (via cooperatives).
Through the cooperatives, the small farmers can together increase their bargaining power, improve
their production method, produce higher-quality (certified) products, and enjoy better price.
Cooperatives also provide better convenience for off-takers (large buyer or IB) to transact with small
farmers by facilitating commodity aggregation and proper data documentation (providing clear
commodity data and their origins).
30.

However, the study also noted several important lessons, as follows:
31

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

Technical assistance takes a long time to show profound result. Hence, it should be
part of the social or public sector’s responsibility.
Cooperatives can be better (more ethical) local aggregators that can effectively
replace the role of informal aggregators (pengumpul), which can take super-normal
trade margin or commission.
The most potential role of an IB is to only act as buyer (at spot market) or off-taker (at
futures market).
To make the model scalable, the NGO and/or universities will still need government
support.
The question is not on whether we have a solution, but more on whether we can make
the solution scalable.

31.
Figure 2 demonstrates the model. Numbers are presented just to provide a sense of order,
since in reality, some process may occur in parallel or in the opposite order. The conceptual role of
“Innovative Start-Up (Responsible Trading Company)” as shown here is derived by analyzing the
existing role that the main practitioner counterpart of this study that focus on the four commodities
and some other similar companies.
Figure 2. Inclusive Supply Chain Ecosystem: Sustainable Technical Assistance Model

Source: Authors.

32.
The fundamental values of this model is that, ultimately, farmers’ empowerment is not only
to strengthen them with production skills or technology, but also to assure that they can have
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ownership of their own economic organization since farmers’ right to directly and democratically
control and manage their own economic activities can only be achieved if they have real ownership.
Hence, it is not the “sense of belonging” that this model wants to achieve, it is “belonging.” This goal
makes cooperatives perceived as the most suitable type of business entity.
33.
However, transforming the informal community—that neither has a clear rule of order (or
institution) or organizational structure, and with the limited knowledge and capacity of the members
or the leader—to become a formal and an effective LEO is a very challenging process. Hence, the
presence of sustainable technical assistance is key or a necessary condition to make this model
work effectively. NGOs or universities can become the important actors in this model while an
assistance program covering technical assistance to improve existing production technology and to
facilitate the informal farmers’ community transformation into formal and effectively functioning
cooperatives could be the first steps.7
34.
For parties that may want to replicate this model, several necessary conditions are worth
noting: potential risk or challenges, and sufficient conditions to ensure the success of the replication
process.

Table 8. Important Aspects in Replicating the Sustainable Technical Assistance Model
No.

7
8

Necessary
Conditions

Potential
Lead
Sectors

Potential Risks or
Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)

1

Multiyear
technical
assistance
program

Nongovernme
nt
organization
(NGO), donor
agency

Climate condition, facilitator
team’s turnover, small farmers
opportunistic behavior.a 8
Limited capacity to expand due
to lack of collateral to access
more capital.

Provide high-quality seeds, well-trained
facilitator team with clear incentives scheme,
collaborate with financial institutions that
provide bridging funding or loan for the small
farmers that participate in the program, and
implement information technology to record the
harvest’s historical data that can be useful for
any financial institution.

2

Clean and
clear status of
the arable land

NGO

The small farmers land status
may not (yet) be protected by
a formal form of land
certificate.

The NGO or other agents that initiated the
program should assess the land ownership of
each program member and establish a
database.

3

Complete set
of expertise in
the facilitator
team

NGO and/or
universities

Facilitators may only have
enough knowledge of
production technology, or in
cooperative organization
management and may not
know who to contact when
they need to facilitate certain
trainings for their members or
for themselves.

The program initiators may need to require a
set of expertise to be included in the program’s
facilitation process, or to have at least a
contact list of expert partners that are willing to
help when needed. The expertise may cover
production technology, local economic
organization (LEO) management, and (if
related to timber) licensing. Marketing may not
be necessary if the program already has an

Or other potential LEO, such as BUMDs or village enterprises.
For example, even if farmers have participated in the program and promised to comply with the program’s production technology that
are more environment-friendly or more productive, they may “misbehave” when receiving simpler and quicker offer from local traders.
This could happen particularly when the small farmers need quick cash, as the program can only provide limited amounts (based on
harvest sales) that are paid at certain dates. In this case, farmers could be tempted to harvest the crop earlier than it should, or do not
grade the harvest based on quality as standardized by the program, since the local trader do not require them to do so.
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No.

Necessary
Conditions

Potential
Lead
Sectors

Potential Risks or
Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)
off-taker partner.

4

Passionate
local
community
leader

Local farmers’
community

Farmers’ community members
that have been applying
traditional agricultural practices
for so long may be reluctant to
apply new technology
methods. Without strong
leadership in the community, it
is very difficult to persuade
farmers to improve their
farming methods to better
meet market standards. Such
a community leader may be
hard to find.

A facilitator team may need to assess the
status of the community leaders, on whether or
not they are a likable or respected figure in the
community, and if highly dedicated to the
position. If not, the team should facilitate the
election process for a new leader in a smooth
manner. The team may need to approach
other local leaders, such as the village head,
religious or cultural leaders, teachers, or
lecturers, etc.

5

Marketing
agent or offtaker partner

Innovative
start-ups or
inclusive
businesses

Many technical assistance
programs belatedly realized
that after improving production
quality and quantity, they do
not know where or to whom to
sell the crops and how to
command good and fair prices.

It will be better to start the program with clear
actor or partner to act as marketing agent or
off-taker partners. This is to enable the NGO or
universities to focus on the technical
assistance process, such as improving the
production, recording the production data, and
aggregating the harvest to one collection point
to provide better convenience for the marketing
agent or off-takers.

6

Specifically for
timber, clear
legal or
licensing status

NGO or
marketing
agent
(innovative
start-ups)

Timber as a commodity may
face problems during
marketing distribution when
logistics officers cannot show
complete legal documents.

The facilitator team needs to coordinate and
build strategic partnership with the local
forestry agency to facilitate the compliance
with the necessary licenses, and other legal
aspects.

a

For example, even if farmers have participated in the program and promised to comply with the production technology
that are more environment-friendly or more productive, they may “misbehave” when receiving simpler and quicker offer
from local traders. This could happen particularly when small farmers need quick cash, as the program can only provide
limited amounts (based on harvest sales) that are paid at certain dates. In this case, farmers could be tempted to harvest
the crop earlier than it should, or do not grade the harvest based on quality as standardized by the program, since the
local trader do not require them to do so.
Source: Authors.

b.

Data Management System Model

35.
This supply chain model emphasizes on data or information management system. The
findings from this study prove that data per se is an asset when it is managed and presented properly
to a wider audience. Digital Platform Technology can enable some market institutions—such as a
fish auction facility (managed by fishermen’s cooperatives) that has a lot of unorganized data—to
use the data for attracting more transaction (in number and volume) taking place in their market.
This will enable the organization that manages the market facility9 to enjoy larger revenue in the form

9

In the case of fisheries, all fish auction facilities are facilitated by the government (national and local). For horticulture, only some traditional market
facilities—trading of vegetables and other staples—are owned and managed by the local government since there are also many market facilities that are
owned by individuals or a company, or by owned by the private–social sector (e.g., cooperatives of small staple traders). At that time, there were no
specific market facilities for trading timber commodities.
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of transaction fees, which will further be shared with the local government as the investor of the
auction or market facility. In the supply chain for fisheries or horticulture, this can eventually make
investing by the local government in cold storage facility becomes reasonable as its share in
transaction fees can pay for the facility’s maintenance cost,or can even contribute to Local
Government Revenue (Pendapatan Asli Daerah).
36.

However, the study also noted several important lessons, as follows:
1. It is crucial to have the market management team—it is the Mina Cooperatives for fisheries—
to be open to change and willing to input the data using the provided platform.
2. At the end of the day, the long unsolved supply chain problem is an incentive problem. Hence,
the other key question is how to develop technology that can create enough incentives for
any economic agent to invest in the currently absent but much-needed services or
infrastructure (e.g., cold storage).
3. Technical assistance from other agents, such as NGOs or universities—is still required to
support the model’s scalability. These are needed to assist the market facility management
team during the early period of technology adoption, and to assist in the overall change
management process so that it can run smoothly and all stakeholders (the traders that are
members or tenant of the market facility, the vendors or wholesaler that deliver the staple
goods from the agricultural center to the market facility, consumers, and the market
management team itself) can see and feel the benefits of the new system.

37.

Figure 3 demonstrates the model.
Figure 3. Inclusive Supply Chain Ecosystem: Data Management System Model

Source: Authors.

38.
This model differs from the previous model where the LEO is to be developed. In this case,
the LEO—through Mina Cooperatives—already exists as a result of a previous government program
to provide a fisheries auction facility. However, the current performance of the LEO in improving the
35

fishermen’s welfare was limited to fair market facilitation of assuring fair price. The scale of
transaction in the market is somewhat stagnant, hence, the cooperatives are unable to provide
access to the more affordable capital for its members. Therefore, the ultimate goal of this model is
to optimize the role of the cooperatives or LEO in improving fishermen’s or small farmers’ income—
not only by assuring that they can receive fair price, but also by improving the commodity durability
and by facilitating their members’ access to cheaper working capital.10
39.
To achieve this goal, the cooperatives should be strengthened with ICT use so they can
record many important data—particularly on commodities and transactions—and display these
online in an organized manner to wider audiences. In this way, the market facility can receive bids
from larger buyers from other cities in a more direct manner.11 This is important since the existing
market size in most fish auction facilities are considered narrow (not many buyers), thus, limiting the
fishermen’s opportunity to receive higher bid prices. The absence of cold storage facilities also
condition forces the fishermen to sell their fish catch right away even if the bid price at that time is at
its low level. The other benefits from inviting large buyers from other cities is the receipt of purchase
order documents, which can be used to access cheaper working capital from financing companies.12
These, in turn, can be distributed to the small fishermen as cooperative members.
40.
For parties that want to replicate this model, the most important ingredients are the market
facility management organization and the team—such as cooperatives, the Badan Usaha Milik
Daerah (BUMDs), or other traditional market management organizations such local government
companies (Perusahaan Daerah), and the data management ICT system. The more comprehensive
and important aspects needed to replicate this model are summarized in Table 8.

Table 9. Important Aspects in Replicating the Data Management System Model
No.

Necessary
Conditions

1

Open to
change
attitude among
the market
management
organization

Potential
Lead
Sectors
Cooperative,
local
government

Potential Risk
or Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)

Most Indonesian traditional markets are
managed in a very traditional fashion.a
Without an open attitude to change it, it
will be very hard to implement the
information and communication
technology (ICT) system.

The data management system provider
should be able to demonstrate the
tangible benefits that stakeholders
would gain such as (i) in increasing
transaction volumes that result in
transaction fee revenues for the
management and the local government,
and (ii) the availability of technical
assistance support to use the system.

10

For a comparable rate with the existing access to capital from the local trader or vessel owner, they can charge around
10%–20% margin per shipping trip. If an average shipping trip is a week on the ocean, then they can charge 40%–80%
per month. This is why many think that this practice is another form of loan shark.
11
If the fish commodity data is not displayed to wider audience, the buyers that physically visit the fish auction facility are
the only agent that can do the brokerage activity to the large company. By spreading the data information to wider
audience, the cooperative can directly receives purchase order from large companies.
12
It is not common among traditional buyers (that physically visit the auction facility) to provide purchase order document,
since the auction process is often done orally and the transaction is managed with cash and carry method. In recent
Indonesia financial industry, only financial technology company can receive purchase order documents as collateral to
access loan. Most banks do not accept it, except it the company is the bank’s large and long term loyal clientele.
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No.

Necessary
Conditions

Potential
Lead
Sectors

Potential Risk
or Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)
The provider must also explain the
initial investment cost to apply the
system (e.g., computer, administrator’s
salary, etc).

a

b

c

2

Technical
assistance
support

Nongovernme
nt
organizations
(NGOs) and/or
universities,
donor
agencies,
innovative
start-ups, local
government

The technology adoption process will
not be easy, particularly if the market
management teams are considered
senior citizens (over 45 years old). Onetime training and help desk support
(with call center or chat service) were
found to be not enough. Unfortunately,
the innovative start-ups that offer the
ICT solution often do not have enough
resource to facilitate the required
intensive assistance to apply the ICT
data management system properly.

Technical assistance (TA) should be the
focus of NGOs, universities, or donor
agencies to support the existing
initiatives offered by the innovative
start-ups.b Many local governments
have tight budgets that may not be
flexible to facilitate the required TA cost.
However, innovative start-ups can
arrange a collaborative technology
adoption program where they can have
an NGO or local university partner to
provide the facilitator team to provide
the TA,c with a donor agency to
support the funding, and the local
government to provide the required (if
needed) endorsement letter.

3

Invoice
financing
partners

Financial
technology

Even if the ICT system can provide
reliable data and can display real
purchase orders from buyers, it has
been proven that most Indonesian
banks cannot provide the bridging funds
in the form of invoice financing, since
physical collateral or a salary slip is still
required.

The program initiators may need to
build partnership with several Fintech
companies that can facilitate short-term
invoice or purchase order financing or
loan so that when one Fintech partner
cannot facilitate the financing request,
the program initiators can quickly send
request to the other Fintech partners.

4

Marketing
agent or offtaker partner

Innovative
start-ups or
inclusive
business

The commodity data that are provided
to wider audience by the data
management system is proven effective
not only in inviting large off-takers, but
also in increasing the number of many
“large brokers” to place orders in the
system. Some of the orders placed into
the system were also faked, made by
“informan or brokers” that intend to
resell the commodity to the real offtakers. This situation may risk system
failure and compromise the more direct
trading interaction between large offtakers to small farmers or fishermen.

The data management system should
be strengthened with offline verification
procedure. This is to verify which bid or
purchase orders come from real offtakers and which ones come from
brokers. This study found that one of
the potential verification strategies can
be done by hiding the price information
from the online catalogue. This is to
stimulate direct (offline) interaction
between the system administrators with
parties that are interested to purchase
commodities.d

For example, the tenant’s databases are still stored on the physical book (not saved as a computer file), there is no
trading board that displays how much commodities were supplied in the market per day, and no clear schedule and
facilitation of commodities during the loading and unloading process.
During the national FGD, some large IB companies stated that they cannot easily finance the expensive technical
assistance. It is implied that being the off-taker is the role that large IBs could optimally play.
The innovative start-ups can organize a Training of Trainers so that the facilitator team can effectively assist the local
cooperatives or other market management organizations for at least 3 months—until the management team is used to
the new data management system. If necessary, the facilitator team can also facilitate the recruitment of the system
administrator so that the LEO, as the local market management organization, can have a younger team member to
properly administer the data management system.
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d

Data management system for Fish Auction Facility provided by ARUNA is connected to its online catalogue—
pasarlaut.com—where price information of each type of fish commodities are hidden.
Source: Authors.

c.

Historical Data Recording Model

41.
A little bit different from the data management system model that focuses on the
comprehensive and integrated information system—which record data from market and fish auction
facilities and present the commodity data in an online catalogue platform, making the data accessible
to wider audiences—this model emphasizes on the fraction of it, since it only record activity data of
individual farmers. However, this also means that this model can be implemented in the context
where a commodity do not yet have the formal upstream market institutions, hence, do not have any
market management organization. This makes the model more applicable to wider commodities in
Indonesia. Among important staples, only rice and fish already have formal institutions or schemes
to facilitate or organize their upstream market activities. Findings of this study show that data on
farmers’ activities that were recorded through ICT technology (application or digital platform) can
“replace” the role of a physical collateral and can help small farmers to access affordable capital
from formal banking institutions. This way, they can improve their harvest’s quantity and quality,
lower their production costs, and ultimately raise the small farmers’ level of income.
42.
The recorded data on farmers’ activities include input purchase history, nurturing tips
requests and interactions, and harvest sales history. The digital platform manages to mine the rich
set of individual farmers’ data because the platform provides the following: (i) virtual technical
assistance through in-app chat services for farmers on practical tips on how to cultivate and nurture
the crops during certain weather conditions, (ii) access to high-quality or curated farming inputs such
as seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides at their best prices, and (iii) options to several loan or credit
services from banking partners. These end-to-end features enable the digital platform to act as
integrated connector for farmers, where the main revenue streams come from service commissions,
including commission from farming input distributors, credit distribution and repayment facilitation,
and sales of the commodity.
43.

However, the study also noted several important lessons, as follows:
a.
b.
c.

d.

It is not very hard to teach small farmers to optimally use their Android SmartPhone.
It is easier to motivate other farmers to change their production method when there
is a visible and living example around their neighborhood.
The absence of an open farmers’ community database makes it difficult to replicate
the model in other locations. Innovative start-ups need first to find suitable farmers’
community that at least has a highly motivated or passionate leader. To do this by
themselves would be a time-consuming process.13
Technical assistance from other agents—such as an NGO or a university—is still
required to support the model’s scalability, particularly in empowering the farmers’
community to become independent in managing its own economic activity (e. g., via
cooperatives). Figure 4 describes the model.

13

The common method is by asking farm input distributors on which farmers’ community is active, or by asking the
farmers’ community partners to recommend other communities. Information from the local agriculture agency is found to
be not frequently updated and do not cover information on the level of motivation of farmer communities or its leader.
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Figure 4. Inclusive Supply Chain Ecosystem: Historical Data Recording Model

Source: Authors.

44.
Similar with the sustainable technical assistance model, this model can be implemented
where the farmers’ community is not yet formally set up as the LEO. The difference is that this model
does not have any specific goal to empower the farmers’ community to be independent in managing
its own economic activities through a cooperative. The most fundamental value of this model is more
pragmatic—to increase small farmers’ level of income. The goal is so far achievable without
transforming an informal farmers’ community into a formal cooperative or other types of LEO.
Nevertheless, formalizing a farmers’ community is still seen as beneficial since a clearer organization
structure and scope of business activities will always help innovative start-ups in building strategic
partnership with a farmers’ community.
45.
For parties that want to replicate this model, the most important ingredients of this model are
the end-to-end offline partnership from the farming input provider, banks, agriculture experts or
facilitators, to the off-takers. The more comprehensive and important aspects in replicating this
model is summarized in Table 9.
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Table 10. Important Aspects in Replicating the Historical Data Recording Model
No.

Necessary
Conditions

Potential
Lead
Sectors

Potential Risk
or Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)

1

Passionate
farmers’
community
leaders

Farmers
community,
NGO, or
university
partner

Most Indonesian farmers
implement traditional production
methods inherited from older
generations. It will need the help
of a local community leader to
motivate other farmers and
community members to be open
to change and willing to adopt
the new technology. However, it
is not easy to find such a
passionate community leader.

Program initiators can collaborate with
local universities, NGOs, or even farming
input distributors to get recommendations
on farmers’ communities with the potential
to be adopt the technology. Simple
verification by phone interview can be an
effective way to assess the community
leader’s level of motivation or passion. One
needs to prepare the right set of questions
about his/her current production method
and on whether or not he/she is willing to
facilitate a demo plot to grow the same
commodity—using the new method and
assisted by the ICT platform.

2

Technical
assistance
support

NGO or
university
partner, donor
agency,
village
government

The technology adoption
process will not be easy,
particularly if members of the
market management team are
considered senior citizens (over
45 years old). A one-time
training and a help desk support
(with call center or chat service)
were found to be not enough.
Unfortunately, the innovative
start-ups that offer the ICT
solution often do not have
enough resources to facilitate
the required intensive
assistance to apply the data
management system properly.

Technical assistance is seen as the focus
area for NGOs, universities, or donor
agencies to support the existing initiatives
offered by the innovative start-ups. a
However, since the ICT solution used in
this model is simpler, it is still possible to
optimize the role of the local youth
community, such as Karang Taruna, which
usually exist in each village in Indonesia.
The village government can fund the
training activity using the village fund or
Dana Desa and the innovative start-up as
the program initiator can provide the
trainer. Afterward, the youth can be the
technology adoption facilitators that will
assist local farmers in using the
application.b

3

Financial
institution
partner

Financial
institutions
(banks and
nonbanks)c

Not all financial institutions—
particularly banks—can provide
credit with repayment terms that
match the agriculture income
cycle. The most common
scheme is that the loan
repayment (the principal and
interest) should be started 1–2
months after the credit
disbursement date. Since a
harvest cycle can take longer
than that, farmers may not be
able to start to repay their loans
on schedule.

The program initiators—in this case, the
innovative start-ups—may need to assess
if the banking financial institution partners
have suitable load products that match with
the farmers’ revenue cycle. The loan
should, at least, allow the farmers to repay
only the interest during the nurturing
phase, and pay the principal and the rest of
the interest after harvest. Otherwise, the
program initiator may need to allocate
certain budget to prefinance the loan
repayment for the farmers.d

4

Marketing
agent or offtaker partner

Innovative
start-ups or
inclusive
business

In this model, the ICT solution
does not present the commodity
data to a wider audience but
rather use it offline to arrange
over-the-counter trading

The program initiators should carefully
assess the demand specified by potential
off-takers, and arrange partnership with the
farmers based on market demand. This
strategy can help reduce the mismatch risk
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No.

Necessary
Conditions

Potential
Lead
Sectors

Potential Risk
or Challenges

Sufficient Conditions
(Risk Mitigation Strategy)

agreements with several offtaker partners (inclusive
business). The challenge then
lies in the matchmaking
process, on the quantity,
specific type of commodities,
and on the delivery method.

since the farming inputs— seeds and
fertilizers—offered to the farmers can be
arranged in such a way as to produce
specific types of commodities requested by
the market or off-taker partners.

ICT = information and communication technology, NGO = nongovernment organization
a The common method is by asking farm input distributors on which farmers’ community is active, or by asking the farmers’
community partners to recommend other communities. Information from the local agriculture agency is found to be not
frequently updated and do not cover information on the level of motivation of farmer communities or its leader.
b
To motivate the local facilitators, the village government and the innovative start-ups can provide an incentive scheme.
For example, a lump sum of transport and communication allowance from the village government, and commission from
the innovative start-ups based on the harvest performance can be offered.
c
Most horticulture farmers own certain areas of lands that are acceptable as collateral, which makes the traditional
financial institution still be strategic partners in this model. For fisheries, a vessel is not commonly accepted as collateral.
This makes purchase order as the only potential asset or document to access capital, and hence, financial technology
firms as the only potential financial institution partners.
d
Eragano, one of the counterparts of this study, provides this loan installment as a prefinance facility for farmers.
Source: Authors.

d.

Proposed Comprehensive
Ecosystem Model

Agriculture

Supply

Chain

The three models were presented during the national workshop for this study. The
missing elements in each and how to improve the models were discussed so that the ideal
and most efficient supply chain ecosystem can be developed. The matrix in Table 11
summarizes the missing elements and the reasons for these.
46.

Table 11. Summary of the Missing Elements of Three Ecosystem Models
No.

Aspects

Description

Type of Required
Intervention

Proposed Lead
Sector

1

Logistic services
(subsidized) and
logistic system

This is required to reduce the distribution Policy:
cost. The existing logistic facility (such as 1. Investment in several
a small truck) were owned by local traders
existing state-owned
or local logistic firms and are not
enterprises to open a
affordable, hence, farmers rely on the
new business line,
local trader. The poor quality of logistic
specializing in transport
services are causing about 30%–40%
commodities.
damage to agriculture commodities,
2. Subsidy (if necessary),
hence, only about 60%–70% can be sold
depends on the
to the downstream market.a
investment calculation.

Government, by
optimizing the
suitable stateowned
enterprises.

2

Tax incentives
to nourish
innovation

Most agricultural commodities are traded
in the informal market where the
transaction were not attached with any

Government,
Ministry of
Finance

Policy
1. GST relaxation for
innovative start-ups; or
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No.

Aspects

Description

Type of Required
Intervention

good and service tax (GST).b When the
same commodity were traded online and
managed by a legal start-up company, it
is oversought to pay GST. The ultimate
goal is to provide cheaper price for end
customers but still paying higher price for
the small farmers by doing responsible
trading business. The GST enforcement
is perceived to dampen the motivation to
innovate.

2. GST exemption for
important staples.

Proposed Lead
Sector

3

Transparent
market
information

Market players should be able to easily
access information on commodities in one
integrated online system.

National Program
To develop online
comprehensive
information and data
inventory

Government,
Bappenas for its
pilot stage (may
collaborate with an
international donor
agency)

4

Public–private
partnership
scheme to
accelerate
storage
infrastructure

Storage facility is a must to prolong the
quality of commodities, reduce the risk of
damage, and help small farmers to
mitigate the risk of selling at a lost during
the low price season.

National Program
To design PPP scheme
specifically to stimulate
and incentivize private
investment on storage
facilities.

Government,
Bappenas

5

Access to
farmers’
commodity
database

Many inclusive businesses and even
innovative start-ups find difficulties in
expand their markets since they do not
know where to easily find a large set of
data on farmers’ community. The referral
approach that they currently practice is
still effective but cannot support the speed
of database collection, which is required
to scale up.

National Program—to
expand the Kartu Tani
program to provide an
accessible database for
farmers and fishermen (by
name, address, and
phone number).c

Government,
Ministry of
Agriculture,
Ministry for Marine
and Fisheries, and
Ministry of
Forestry

6

Licensing
“franchise”
system

Government resources often cannot keep
up with the speed of services required by
businesses to run their activities and still
comply with the legal requirements. This
applies to the technology in licensing that
the government use, the quality of human
resources, or the quantity of service
points. Hence, it is recommended that the
government starts to farm out the
authority to provide licensing services to
interested private agencies (such as
cooperatives, limited liability companies,
or to the social sector such as a university
organization). The law is actually allows
this kind of public service collaboration.d

National program
To provide access for
other organizations from
the private or social
sectors to deliver public
services.e

Government,
Coordinating
Ministry for
Economic Affair

a

b

The government is the most suitable agent to invest in providing the (subsidized) logistic services—such as the
existing state-owned transport enterprise (e.g., Perum DAMRI, PT KAI, or PT ASDP). DAMRI has offered cheaper
services to transport people to airports or to inter-province bus stations—by providing large buses that can be
accessed at certain pick-up points and at fixed schedules. There should be such facility also for transporting important
staples.
The Indonesian term is Pajak Pertambahan Nilai.
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c

This can be a potential nontax government revenue or retribution (Pendapatan Negara Bukan Pajak). There is an
example in Singapore where the government’s Accounting and Corporate Regulation Authority sells information as one
of its revenue base.
d
As stipulated in the law, Undang Undang no.14/2008 on Public Information Transparency, and Law no.23/2014 on Local
Government or Peraturan Daerah.
e
The tax office has done this by partnering with several private organizations (such as onlinepajak.com) to provide tax
payment and tax reporting services.
Source: Authors.

47.
An ideal condition is required to provide a sense of direction or compass in improving the
inefficient agriculture supply chain that Indonesia has today. This study proposes a comprehensive
agricultural supply chain ecosystem, as presented in Figure 5. Activities within the dotted line are
the existing and general model of a market mechanism found in this study. Activities outside the
dotted line are additional interventions or activities that are considered required to support the
scalability of the existing mechanism or initiatives.
Figure 5. Comprehensive Supply Chain Ecosystem: A Proposed Model

Note:
The different font colors in the white box indicate the potential lead sectors for each activity. Green font indicates the private
sector. Black font indicates a multi-stakeholders’ approach where a university or a national government agency can act as
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the lead coordinator. Blue font indicates that only the public sector can be the lead sector. To illustration indicates that
storages are built through private sector investment, however, it is understood that to some, incentives are still required.
Providing licensing “franchise” system can only be done by the public sector or by a government agency.
Source: Authors.

48.
Based on the discussions during the national FGD and workshop, it is clear that a sustainable
technical assistance is the key to supporting the ecosystem. However, it should not be a domain
where the IBs or innovative start-ups should take the lead. The goal of the technical assistance is to
help the farmers’ community transform itself into a more formal organization practicing clearer rules
of the game—particularly on the role and responsibility during disputes—in managing economic
activities or business partnerships with other parties.14
49.
Most IBs or innovative start-ups can only provide one or two trainings, and cannot provide a
sustainable technical assistance. Hence, assistance should be provided under a multi-stakeholder
approach where a private corporation (through a CSR program), a donor agency, a local
government, or the national government can support the funding, while a university or an NGO can
implement the technical assistance, after receiving certain trainings from several technology
providers (innovative start-ups). The knowledge gained from these activities can be shared through
an online platform or annual forum where success stories and the technical assistance model can
be shared.
3.

Information and Communication Technology—Infrastructure Solution
to Support the Model

50.
The discussion on problem identification (section C) shows two main problems related to
ICT, as follows:
a.
b.

The information is still offline and/or in a hard copy document.
The information is not recorded at all.

51.
These two problems are also compounded by agricultural systems and technology used by
the farmers. Since farmers do not have records of historical data, it is very difficult to measure the
risk. As a result, no formal finance institution is willing to lend money to farmers. This forces farmers
to borrow money from middlemen. As a result, the farmers lose their bargaining power to determine
the selling price of their commodities.
52.
The farmers also do not use proper agricultural systems and technologies, causing their
production cost to be very high compared to agricultural products from other countries. This is due
to the absence of proper planning; and the way farmers buy their fertilizer, pesticide, and fungicide;
and the way they improperly use them, among others.
53.
To solve these problems, this study proposes a nationwide end–to-end solution. The systems
proposed below are considered as ICT enabler and/or infrastructure, which should be built nationally
(for example, by the Ministry of Communication and Information). Thus, these are different from the
ICT components inside the proposed models in the section IV.D.2 Ecosystem Solution. The
infrastructure end-to-end solutions are as follows:

14

Farmer communities in developed countries, such as Japan, the Republic of Korea, Norway, and other Northern
Europe countries are formally organized under a cooperative model.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

National Agriculture Online Map System and Service
Price and Inventory Online System and Service
Farm/Sail Resource Planning System (similar to the Enterprise Resource Planning
System for manufacturing)
National Logistics Path Online Map System and Service.

54.
The system and service described above (items a, b, and d) indicate that the system should
provide an Application Programming Interface (API) that can be consumed by other application
systems. Moreover, the proposed solutions in items a, b, and d should be provided by the
government, which can guarantee the single source of truth. Proposed solution on item c can be
provided by any IB.
55.
Proposed solutions for items a, b, and d are quite clear. The proposed solution on item c
should start right at getting the raw materials (seeds, fertilizers, etc.) and production tools, up to the
sale of agricultural or fish products and generation of finance reports. The reports should record how
many were used or consumed, and how many agricultural or fish products were produced and
successfully sold.
56.
Proposed solution for items a and b are important information in production planning. The
proposed solution for item d is important information for selling agricultural or fish products. By
combining proposed solutions a and b, the oversupply of agricultural or fish products at a specific
time-window can be prevented. Therefore, supply and demand equilibrium can be maintained all the
time. A combination of proposed solutions b and d can be used to find the best place to sell
agricultural or fish products by considering the logistics costs and selling prices.
57.
Apart from the four proposed solutions, the following are other infrastructure applications
(either built by the government or the private sector) that can support the earlier proposed solutions:
a.
b.
c.

Online Licensing System
Online Training and Education System
Internet of Thing Technology to replace the manual with automation measurement.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix 1: Focus Group Discussion’s Summary of Findings —Timber
Focus Group Discussion on Timber Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—a Study on Improving
Supply
Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business

No.

Item

Description

1

Place

Kantor Koperasi Jaya Hutan Lestari (KHJL), Konawe–Sulawesi
Tenggara

2

Day, Date

Monday, 29 May 2017

3

Summary of
findings

➢ Selling options will depend on the type of farmer. If one is a
small farmer and does not join any cooperative to have a sales
representative, then the option is only one—sell to the
middleman. In this case, a farmer has very low bargaining
power. If the farmer joins a cooperative, such as Koperasi
Hutan Jaya Lestari, the farmer will have certain obligations to
grow their timber in an ethical and ecosystem-friendly way, but
will also enjoy better price since cooperatives will not sell to
the middleman, but directly to potential buyers, such as the
furniture industry. If the farmer belongs to a large company
(such as PT Perhutani [Persero]), timber is directly sold to the
timber industry (which processes timber into veneer, triplex,
and other primary timber industry). This means that there are
three models of distributions or supply chain.
➢ Farmers who are members of cooperatives have a problem on
income smoothing.
➢ Illegal timber trading is still common—by mixing the illegal with
legal timber in one truck. This way, buyer will not be able to
ascertain the timber’s legal and sustainable practice
compliance. The pragmatic attitude of buyers in this regard
erodes the significant price difference between the illegal and
the legal and sustainable timber. What furniture businesses
usually care the most is that they can have timber supply in a
sustainable manner. They do not care much if the timber is
legal or not, or if these came from sustainable forest
management. This is why committed timber growers, such as
PT SOBI, want to target the export market that appreciate
timber from sustainably managed forest or are FSC certified,
or to sell to large domestic companies that are also searching
for FSC-certified timber. To pursue the latter option,
information is another problem since SOBI does not know
exactly which companies belong to this category. On the other
hand, and it seems that such companies also do not know
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➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

Summary of
identified
problems

which timber supplier they can trust to provide them with FSCcertified timber.
To operate legally, small farmers need to undergo licensing
procedures but often get confused as these are considered
very complicated. The procedures change almost every year.
It appears that even the local government—the Forestry
Agency—is also confused since some of them have different
understanding on certain licensing issues.
Some small farmers that grow timber on their own land are not
included in the national database of timber production. The
national database, through the Ministry of Forestry and
Environment Affair, only records timber production on forest
areas owned by the state, where a license to exploit and
manage the forest sustainably is granted to several parties.
For small farmers who are not members of a cooperative and
simply sell to middlemen, both the farmer and the local
government are never informed of the eventual selling price
when middlemen sell the timber to the furniture industry or to
a larger middleman. The industry supply chain and price at
each distribution point are “kept in the dark.”
Only PT SOBI and its cooperative members have used an
online comprehensive timber database that records the
coordinates or the tree’s location, age, diameter, type of
timber, farmer owning the trees, and the timber size in cubic
meters (m3). Other forest management cooperatives or farmer
groups do not have this technology, making small forestry
farmers often not bankable. PT SOBI expects that through
their system and comprehensive database, they can help the
forestry sector to become more bankable (particularly those
managed through formal cooperatives). This is important
since capital is always needed when expanding the arable
land.
The Government of Indonesia has allocated 4.1 million
hectares (ha) of forest area to be distributed to small farmers
as part of the national land reform agenda. This agenda can
be useless if it is not accompanied by financing facilities to
manage the land, which requires a substantial amount for land
clearing, seed planting, and maintaining the plant during the
nurturing process until the tree can be harvested.

From the overall discussion, the team identified several key
problems, as follows:
1. There is no synchronized database that can integrate data or
information on timber grown by small farmers on their own land
(Hutan Rakyat), and of timber grown by farmers or companies
on state forest zones (Kawasan Hutan). This happens because
small farmers do not need to secure licenses to grow timber on
their personal land while farmers or companies are required to
secure certain licenses. Hence, the government only has data
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on timber production from Kawasan Hutan—based on data
reported by licenses holders.
2. There is no reliable database on the production level of Hutan
Rakyat, making the price determination process difficult to track.
The black market practice is rampant.
3. Koperasi Hutan Jaya Lestari currently manages about 700
hectares of Hutan Rakyat that is owned by its members. The
government offered them to also manage state forest zones of
about 4,000 ha, however, the process is at standstill and has
not progressed due to complicated license requirements, and
the capital required to do land clearing, seeding, and for
nurturing the growth of the timber seed.
4.The licensing in forestry is confusing since it changes frequently
and is not well disseminated. Some licenses can no longer be
registered through the local forestry agency but to the regional
agency in another province (in Kota Makasar, South Sulawesi).
This makes securing some licenses expensive as applicants
need to travel to other place or city to secure them.
5.Hutan Rakyat produce informal timber, but not illegal. However,
there is also the illegal logging practice where legal timber are
mixed with “stolen” timber—taken from the nearest state forest
zone where the timber farmer does not have license to harvest
the production. For example, Farmer A holds a license to
manage state forest zone in area X, but since there is a
productive state forest area close to area X, farmer A often
harvests timber from that area, too, and reports the log or timber
as part of the production of Area X where Farmer A already has
the legal license.
6.There is no effective technology or tools to distinguish legal and
illegal log and/or timber. This condition is a disincentive for
“good forest managers” since all timbers are perceived as
“illegal” or not produced from a responsible forest management
process.
7.There is market mismatch in the timber supply chain. Timber
producers comprise small farmers, farmers’ cooperatives, and
large forestry company. Timber buyers comprise middlemen,
furniture producers (most of them small and medium
businesses), and large timber primary industry company. Each
producer provides a different type of timber specification (type
of timber, legal compliance, and sustainable forest management
compliance). Each type of buyer also demands a different type
of timber, and may be willing to pay for similar types of timber.
Due to the high information asymmetry, it is hard to find the right
match on whom to buy the timber or whom to sell.
8.There is no publicly accessible information center on
comprehensive timber market in Indonesia that lists the exact
location of the timber, the owner and/or producers, the quantity,
the timber specification, bid price, and others.
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Summary of
identified
recommendation

The consultant team will further analyze the FGD results through
discussions with relevant government agencies and
stakeholders. However, the preliminary recommendation for the
government to look into are as follows:
1. Regulation. Apart from advocacy inside the ministry to
simplify the complex regulations and the bureaucracy, we
suggest to establish a one-stop-service facility, possibly in
the University of Indonesia, to help farmers and/or
fishermen from across islands in Indonesia to administer
permit and regulations without them having them travel to
Jakarta. Training for Expert Certification should also be
made easier.
2. Inclusive business. We need to find end consumers for a
business-to-business (B2B) supply chain to buy the timber
coming from a sustainable forest. In a meeting with
Asmindo (an association for furniture business in
Indonesia), it was suggested that the industry should be
rearranged so that each function of the supply chain is
done by a single industrial area. This way, cost can be
lower and more efficient and a new industrial area can be
built outside Java. Investments for end consumer (IB) and
for an industrial area may be needed.
3. Information and communication technology. Several
objectives can be achieved by utilizing the ICT. These
services and/or solutions can be provided by a not-forprofit organization, start-ups, or IBs that seek to integrate
ICT in their business models.
4. Making a one-stop-service facility available online.
This ensures licensing transparency and ease in updating
the old license or getting a new one. This service should
provide detailed information of the regulation. There
should also be a page for farmers or fishermen to enter
their detailed information required by the regulation to be
able to generate a tax report and to get the license.
5. Having an online system to register every tree inside
the Hutan Tanam Rakyat or Hutan Rakyat to reduce
illegal logging. Through this system, the relevant
government agency can have a standard operating
procedure and a tool to verify and validate at any point
(road, terminal, port, factory, etc.). This system can be
used by anyone (investor, buyer, furniture entrepreneur,
furniture buyer, government, etc.) to check if what they are
using or buying is a legal wood or timber. This service
provides an incentive for users to support the use of legal
wood or timber. Improvements can be made further by
utilizing the Internet of Thing (IoT).
6. Making offline map application in mobile devices to
reduce illegal fishing. This application does not require
internet connection. The map data will be stored locally in
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the device itself. With this application, fishermen will know
which areas are forbidden to catch fish. This application
can also record the trajectory of the vessel and/or ship.
7. Making online system to record the fish catches. This
system can provide many benefits to fishermen and others
including investors or buyers. The immediate benefit that
fishermen can take is to make tax reports.
8. Making marketplace to balance supply and demand for
timber to be sustainable. This ensures constant supply
of timber from sustainable forests, and provides possibility
for businesses to sell unsold furniture products.
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Appendix 2: Fishermen’s Interview: Summary Report
Additional Interview on the Fish Market
The interview was organized as an informal forum with the consultant team visiting a fishermen’s
community in a harbor in Kendari. The consultant team elaborated on the issues or challenges that
were perceived or felt by the fishermen.
No.

Item

Description

1

Place

Harbour Perikanan Samudera, Kendari–Sulawesi Tenggara

2

Day, Date

Sunday, 28 May 2017

3

Summary of
findings

•

•

•

•

•

•

The fishermen indicated that to be able to legally sail and
catch fish in the ocean, licensing is their main problem. Every
fisherman with a boat that is 40 GT and above (which can
store up to 15 tons of fish, and carry up to 10 team members)
has to secure a fishing license in Jakarta, and renew it
annually, also in Jakarta.
Each boat is required to have GPS equipment, which the boat
owner has to pay for about Rp6 million annually. However,
since the GPS equipment is not complete with a display device
(monitor), it only allows the supervisory institution to track the
position of the vessel, but the fisherman would not be able to
know precisely his boat’s position while at sea.
Some fishermen were caught by the marine patrol guards
sailing in prohibited ocean area. Such arrests are based on
the Ministerial Regulation for Fishery and Marine Affair in
order to conserve marine biodiversity.
Fishermen always report their fish catches to the port officer
and these are written in a logbook, but there is no person in
charge to transfer logbook entries into the digital and online
system. As a result, fishermen will have difficulties when they
want to report their taxes. The tax report is compulsory if they
want to renew their sailing or fishing permit.
In Kendari, fishermen have several selling options—(i) to the
fish trader (that usually, already has special partnership with
the fisherman) at the port, (ii) to the fish trader at the city (that
usually will distribute the fish to restaurants or hotels), and (iii)
to the frozen fish company. More than 10 frozen fish
companies exist in Kendari. This enables the fishermen to
compare bidding prices and to select which company offers
the best price. In this case, fishermen can have some power
to determine price.
However, price information is still accessible in the traditional
way, such as via telephone when the city trader negotiates
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price with the fishermen, or by word of mouth—when
fishermen share information with fellow fishermen at the port.

Summary of
identified issues

Summary of
identified
recommendation

1. The licensing process for fishing is complex and inefficient
since it is not decentralized. It is very inefficient if each
fisherman has to go to Jakarta each year just to renew ones
license.
2. There is a technology or tools that can provide price and fish
information to fishermen and other actors in the supply chain,
which can be made accessible in a more efficient way.
3. There is no integrated database system yet to update
fishermen on vessel position, fish, and price data.
4. The existing GPS equipment is expensive and not helpful to
the fishermen, only to the supervisory officers. This makes
sailing law enforcement on prohibited areas unjust since the
fishermen do not know exactly where they are at sea.
The consultant team will further analyze the FGD results and discuss
these with relevant government agencies and stakeholders. However,
the preliminary recommendations for the government are as follows:
1. Reform the licensing regulations by making it simpler and
more decentralized. This need not mean that the license
should be cheaper, since the farmers or fishermen have
express willingness to pay as long as the mechanism is clear
and simple. It should at least help them avoid travelling to
another city or island. Some business opportunity is lost
(particularly for fishermen) when they have to spend 2 weeks
just to go to Jakarta to secure their license.
2. Collaborate with not-for-profit organizations or IBs with
relevant expertise to ensure licensing transparency. There
should be a one-stop-information portal for everyone to
access comprehensive and accurate licensing information. As
revealed in FGDs, local officers can provide different
information on certain licensing procedures, which make it
confusing and time consuming for farmers and fishermen. As
mandated by law, the government has to provide this as a
transparent
public
information.
Since
information
management and policy dissemination has always been a
problem for the government—mainly due to the lack of human
resources—the government should do this by collaborating
with NGOs.
3. Start to develop an integrated database system that can make
the information available offline (such as license application
forms, fishermen’s logbook, etc). A comprehensive digital
database will be useful in improving the quality and
compatibility of public policy.
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4. Start to develop a specific zoning area based on the type of
commodity or industry, where government can simultaneously
grant several licenses once the business has met
requirements to legally operate on that specific zone. This will
make the supply chain more efficient— when many facilities
and resources are pooled in one place.
5. Actively create advocacy platforms, meetings, discussions,
and others to be attended by potential IBs (business partners)
and donors and/or investors. Actively create public information
campaigns to raise the public’s awareness on the potentials of
IB and ICT-based IB.
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Appendix 3: Focus Group Discussion’s Summary of Findings—Chili
Focus Group Discussion on the Chili Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—As a Study on Improving Supply
Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business

No.

Item

Description

1

Place

Pangalengan, West Java (farmer’s house)

2

Day, Date

Friday, 16 June 2017

3

Summary of
findings

1. In the long run, demand for chili is stable and usually go up to
5%–7% only during special occasions, such as the fasting
month and Eid al-Fitr. Demand for chili is always there. In 2015,
the demand was 1.4 million tons while production was 1.9
million tons. In aggregate, the chili market at the national level
is facing a supply excess. However, at some points, when there
is supply shortage, the price of chili again rises.
2. Chili price at the retail level is double the price at the production
center. For instance, cayenne chili price is from Rp37,000 to
Rp40,000 per kilogram (kg) at the production center and from
Rp64,000 to Rp78,000 per kg at the retail level.
3. Chili price becomes unstable only when supply is also unstable.
From the supply side, four factors are suspected to control chili
supply, and these are (i) climate, (ii) the behavior of farmers
who continually change their crops, (iii) the lack of storage
facility, and (iv)no processing facility near the production center
that can help ensure farmers with consistent purchase order
over time.
4. Farmers do not use the data of the statistics agency—the
Badan Pusat Statistik—and other official climate information as
their reference for climate. From their experience, the climate
information they get is inaccurate. Farmers usually use their
own intuition and experience to know when the rainy season
will start, which sometimes does not happen as predicted.
Farmers decide whether to plant chili or not (in a span of
cultivation seasons based on their logic) or whether the climate
is good or not—or if there is enough rain to water the chili plants.
Chili cultivation requires treatment, both during dry and rainy
seasons. Farmers spend money to spray for pests during the
rainy season and much more money to water the plants during
the dry season.
5. Besides climate, a farmer’s decision to plant chili is also
influenced by the expectation of chili price. Farmers build their
own assumptions on whether the price will go up—by assuming
the demand of chili (if going up or down), and if farmers in
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another production center will plant chili or not. The decisionmaking process is more like a gamble, as chili farmers do not
have complete information on the current condition of the chili
market. At that time, when the FGD took place during a fasting
month, chili farmers in Pangalengan expected that chili price
will go up so they decided to plant chili. However, most chili
farmers in other areas also expected the same thing.
Consequently, the result is an excess supply of chili and, hence,
the price of chili goes down.
6. Another consideration for the need to change crop is to maintain
the quality of soil nutrition.
7. Some farmers mix their crops as a risk mitigation mechanism.
Sometimes they combine their chili with other crops, such as
cabbage, and rotate by planting other commodities, such as
tomato, after chili. Farmers plant other commodities as a backup when the chili price is not good, or is below their cost of
goods sold (COGS).
8. Farmers are using COGS as their reference price. Farmers are
willing to sell their chili at the price level according to COGS.
The COGS for red large chili is Rp10,000 per kg, red curly chili
is Rp15,000 per kg, and cayenne chili is Rp30,000 per kg.
9. Chili is a horticulture commodity that requires high cost to
cultivate. At the early stage of chili cultivation, land preparation
(i.e., land clearing, fertilizer, etc.) can cost farmers some Rp75
million (35% of total cost) for a 1-hectare area.
10. The productivity of red large chili in Cipangasikan,
Pangalengan–West Java is 25 tons per 1 hectare area. The
harvesting time ranges from 12 to 16 times. Total time for one
season’s chili cultivation is 6–7 months.
11. There is no cold storage facility to keep and maintain chili stock
near the production center. Hence, farmers must sell chili
immediately after being harvested.
12. There is lack of processing facility near the production center to
process harvested chili. Processed chili, such as chili sauce and
other chili products, would enhance price and prolong shelf life.
13. Bernard Tani is the farmers’ community that initially consisted
of 10 farmers and grew up to 250 farmers, managing
approximately 10 hectares of arable land. However, only 10
farmers practiced planting management. Bernard Tani is
already engaged in a partnership with Eragano.
14. Eragano’s role is to assist the farmers’ community, give advice,
provide market access, and other end-to-end solutions that will
create fair price both for the farmers and business consumers.
Eragano markets the commodity to several industry sectors
using contract to secure price and demand.
15. Eragano provides loan to farmers and some expert information
on farming. All the information provided by Eragano is available
in android application.
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Summary of
identified issues

From the overall discussion, the team identified several key
problems, as follows:
1. The price of chili at the retail level is double the price at the
production center level due to the supply chain. Eragano stated
that there are 13 parties involved in the supply chain—from chili
farmers to retail consumers in Jakarta. There was also an
experience where middlemen do the hoarding to control price.
2. Chili market can face supply instability that can lead to price
instability due to the following: climate, the behavior of farmers
who tend to plant their commodity sporadically, the lack of
storage, and the lack of processing industry near production
centers.
3. There is no reliable source of information to inform farmers on
climate issues. Such information can be more beneficial to
farmers if accompanied by advice from experts on how to
nurture their crops during certain climate conditions.
4. There is no assurance of chili price level (no standardization,
and depends on supply and demand) while farmers still need to
face the rigid COGS to maintain their business.
5. There is no information on chili cultivation planning in all
production centers in Indonesia. Farmers decision whether to
plant chili or not also depends on other farmers’ decision—
which generally depends on what price they all expect as chili’s
price in the future. Hence, farmers gambling on their decision to
plant chili or not. Farmers often follow a chili collector (known
as Bandar Cabai) as the trendsetter in deciding whether to plant
chili or not. Hence, the level of chili supply is hard to predict.
6. Lack of training and experts lead to low-skilled farmers. There
is no standardization in choosing seeds of superior chili
varieties and in deciding whether the land already fulfilled the
required criteria to be cultivated with chili.
7. There is no cold storage facility near production centers. The
cost of having chili or other commodities to be stocked in cold
storage is Rp19 per kg per day. Also, if the chili is to be
marketed in the next 2 months after being kept in cold storage,
then the distributor will need a kind of cold storage transport
facility to maintain the quality of chili.
8. There is no processing industry near production centers to
process harvested chili.
9. There is no branding in Pangalengan chili. The quality of
Pengalengan chili is higher than the chili from East Java, but
the price of Pangalengan chili is lower than the chili from East
Java because of East Java’s neat packaging.
10.Farmers lack cooperative knowledge. The existing informal
farmers’ community, Bernard Tani, only acts as a place to
conduct discussion without reaching solutions to address the
problem. They do not go beyond nor try to become a formal
organization to manage their economic activity—due to lack of
knowledge.
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Summary of
identified
recommendation

The consultant team will further analyze the FGD results and discuss
these with relevant government agencies and stakeholders. However,
the preliminary recommendations are as follows:
1. Provide an expert to give technical assistance to farmers to
acquire better skills and knowledge on efficient cultivation
technology. This should afford them not only to undertake land
preparations, crop nurturing, and harvesting at lower COGS,
but also to have higher productivity.
2. Provide accessible information to chili farmers on climate and
cultivation planning.
3. Provide training and cooperative assistance. With a
cooperative, Bernard Tani and other combined farmer groups
may function effectively and can undertaker collective actions,
such as buying fertilizer, accessing loan for capital, and others.
4. Provide training on grading and branding of chili products to
increase competitiveness.
5. Provide incentives to support the establishment of cold storage
facilities near production centers, and support in the
establishment of a chili processing industry.
6. To optimize its role, Eragano can forge more partnerships with
other farmers’ community (particularly formally registered
farmers’ communities such as Gabungan Kelompok Tani or
GAPOKTAN) and help in marketing their harvest directly to the
industry, which can provide better price for more farmers.
7. Since Eragano uses android application in its activities and in
keeping records, Eragano can initiate to provide valid
information on chili cultivation planning, price, and quantity in
several production areas. There should be a person in charge
in every production center to act as the referee. For farmers
without an android, Eragano can provide one distribution center
so that the information can be delivered to the farmers.
8. To strengthen their inclusivity, Eragano may open ownership
opportunities for farmers in Eragano.
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Appendix 4: Focus Group Discussion’s Summary of Findings —Fish
Focus Group Discussion on the Fish Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—As a Study on Improving Supply
Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business

No.

Item

Description

1

Place

Indramayu, West Java

2

Day, Date

Saturday–Sunday, 17–18 June 2017

3

Summary of
findings

1. In general, every fisherman should sell their catch to the fish
auction place or Tempat Pelelangan Ikan (TPI). However, in
some cases, fishermen who have incurred a debt with local
buyers or middlemen will sell their catch directly to them. This
kind of direct sale occurs as well if there are no auction places
around a fisherman’s port area or if the auction place is inactive.
2. Fishermen who sell their catch directly to buyers or middlemen
often get a lower price than they usually get in an auction place.
3. The price in an auction place is generally affected by the number
of buyers present at the auction and the availability of the fish
stock.
4. With an average transaction Rp2 billion in a day, TPI
Karangsong is the largest TPI in Indramayu regency. This is also
reflected in the number of ships that queue to load their catch at
TPI port.
5. To handle the queue problem, TPI Karangsong—which is
managed by Koperasi Mina Sumitra—applies a policy that puts
ahead of the line a small ship that does not have cold storage.
This policy is to ensure that the fish catch will stay fresh.
6. 6.Koperasi Mina Sumitra, a cooperative, also encourages its
members who own ships with the capacity of 20GT or more to
install cold storage units in their ships. The cooperative believes
this step will guarantee the quality of the fish.
7. Sales record administration in TPI Karangsong is already done
by Mina Sumitra Cooperative as a TPI administrator. However,
the record is still on a manual process. An electronic record is to
be made weekly, or even monthly using Excel spreadsheet. This
transaction record is to be reported to the marine and fishery
Indramayu office.
8. Most big fish buyers in TPI Karangsong are suppliers to fish
processing companies. Buyers with a purchase contract with a
fish processing company usually can get a loan facility from
Cooperative Mina Sumitra, even if they are not cooperative
members. Such arrangement is being practiced to attract buyers
to come and do their transaction at TPI Karangsong, which in
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turn will help cooperative members (fishermen) to enjoy better
prices.
9. Ships with certain characteristics must have licenses before they
can sail to the sea. Ships with a 30GT capacity and above must
have licenses secured at the national level, namely Fishery
business license or Surat Izin Usaha Perikanan (SIUP), Fishing
license or Surat Izin Penangkapan Ikan (SIPI), and Operational
Eligibility Certificate or Surat Laik Operasional (SLO) that needs
to be renewed each year. In total, there are 23 administrative
documents (including licenses and legal documents) to secure
for the 30GT ships15.
10. Big-capacity cold storage facilities are considered the solution to
the queue problem of unloading ships. It is also seen to boost
the number of fish absorption in TPI Karangsong. Nevertheless,
some interviewees consider that the cold storage overhead will
require a significant amount of investment.
11. On having an online transaction record at TPI Karangsong,
Cooperative Mina Sumitra has agreed to apply the system. The
cooperative believes that the system will also help improve the
task of fulfilling its monthly report obligation to the marine and
fishery office.
Summary of
identified issues

From the overall discussion, the team identified several key problems
as follows:
1.On the problem of direct selling from fisherman to buyer or to a
middleman, this is mostly the result of poor access to affordable
capital among the small fisherman. For lack of capital, a fisherman
is forced to sell his fish catch to a middleman at a price lower than
the price in TPI.
2.TPI Karangsong is known as an auction place that provides a good
price for the fishermen and a good quality fish to the buyer. The
number of ships that are unloading their fish at the TPI has increased
in recent years. This situation led to this TPI’s inability to absorb all the
fish landed on its port. This creates worries that the long auction
queue could lower the fish price (due to decreased freshness), hence,
it could drive fisherman to decide to land their ships at other TPIs.
In early 2017, several fishermen from Indramayu sold their catch
at Muara Angke Jakarta. This was due to the number of queued
ships at TPI Karangsong waiting to unload their fish. Mina Sumitra,
the operator at TPI Karangsong, claimed that the TPI infrastructure
and facility is unable to serve the increasing number of ships. In
some cases, a ship must wait for more than a day to unload its fish
at the TPI.

15

Fishermen with boat more than 30 GT have to secure licenses and legal documents from two agencies namely
Ministry of Transportation (MoT) as institution supervising the harbor, and MOMAF as institution supervising fishing
activities. The list of the administrative documents is attached in this FGD report.
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3. On the cold storage issue, most fishermen welcome the idea.
However, the overhead cost issue raises worries. As an
example, a cold storage facility near their district gradually
stopped operation due to high overhead cost. The bottomline is,
there is an urgent need for a cold storage facility, but to have
such facility requires a careful business calculation.
4. For a fisherman who operates a 30 GT ship, licensing is a very
time-consuming issue and requires one to stop operation. The
fisherman is required to secure the license at the national level.
Another problem is the confusing procedure—there is a big
difference between the expected and actual process especially
on the time and requirements to secure the license.
5. TPI regularly submits a transaction report to the marine and
fishery district office based on the daily auction activity at the
TPI. Cooperative Mina Sumitra, the operator of TPI Karangsong,
does its recording manually. The recapitulation process is held
at the end of each month due to the reporting deadline.
Summary of
identified
recommendation

The consultant team will further analyze the FGD results and discuss
these with the relevant government agencies and stakeholders.
However, the preliminary recommendations are as follows:
1. Credit facility for fisherman. It is an open secret for years that small
fishermen have a tight bond with a buyer or a middleman that provides
financial loans to support their fishing activities. This affects the way
fishermen sell their catch. Most of the time, a fisherman would sell
directly to the middleman or the buyer who provided financing for his
fishing activities. In some cases, fishermen need to take a loan for
household expenses while they sail away to catch fish. Hence, the loan
from the middleman. It becomes clear that there is a need for some
credit scheme for fishermen. This loan will ensure that all fishermen
could go out to fish and sell these to the proper auction place to enjoy
fair price. This will ensure a better bargaining position since the
middleman is no longer their debtor.
2. On TPI facilities being outnumbered by the unloading ships, this is
just a temporary situation while the fishing season is at its peak. During
off season, the situation at the TPI will dramatically change. At present,
all ships must queue at the TPI before they get served by the auction
officer. Most of the auction processes are conducted within the TPI area.
Fishermen must unload their fish from the ship to the TPI and because
this is done manually, the unloading process takes a lot of time. A long
queue results from this recurring process. The team analyzed this
phenomenon and noted that this could be overcome by a modernization
of the unloading system and the presence of cold storage facilities. A
modernized unloading system will shorten the time to unload the fish
and ultimately will shorten the ships’ queue.
Cold storage units will have two main functions. First, it will maintain the
fresh quality of the fish, thus, preserving the good price. Second, it will
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reduce the ships’ queue during unloading and at auction process. When
many ships are queued to unload their fish, or even when the auction
areas are still full with fish to be auctioned, fishermen can directly unload
their fish at the cold storage facilities. Therefore, a modernized auction
system and cold storage facilities should be installed by the TPI to solve
the overcapacity problem.
3. To create a simple and solid supply chain, some of the fishermen
agreed that a fish processing industry to be built around the TPI is a
good idea. This will reduce the distribution cost and preserve the
freshness and good quality of the fish because it can be immediately
brought to the door of the processing company. This will also improve
the level of fish absorption at TPI Karangsong. The idea to create an
industrial area around the auction place will shorten the supply chain for
fish commodity. However, this strategy will need some creativity from
the local government on how to invite investors to build their business
at Indramayu. The other suggestion is to support IBs—such as
Pasarlaut—to find end consumers for a business-to-business (B2B)
supply chain. This will mean linking the fishermen with end consumers.
4. Provide an online one-stop-service to ensure licensing transparency
and ease in getting a new or in updating an old license. This service
should provide detailed information, and a page where fishermen can
enter their detailed information, as required by the regulation, to
generate tax report and, finally, to get the license.
5. Provide an online system to record the fish catch. This system can
provide many benefits to the fishermen, including investors or buyers.
The immediate benefit for fishermen is their ability to make tax reports.
Pasarlaut also offered solution to this by helping the TPI management
record their transaction data on an online basis.
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Documentation
(Fishermen
administrative
document
checklist)
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Appendix 5: Focus Group Discussion’s Summary of Findings—Onion
Focus Group Discussion on the Onion Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—As a Study on Improving Supply
Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business

No

Item

Description

1

Place

Solok, Padang (a farmer’s house)

2

Day, Date

Saturday, 15 July 2017

3

Summary of
findings

●

●

●

●
●

●

There are some small and big nonprofit groups of farmers in
Solok. The group that the consultant team met only planted 20
kg of seeds, hence, defined as a small group of farmers. The
ownership of harvest belonged to the group members.
No active cooperative supports the farmers, although it was
revealed that there are 177 existing cooperatives, 88 of them
are still active and most of them are savings and loan
cooperatives. The question was whether the existing
cooperative there can be called a “cooperative.” The group
expressed the desire to have cooperatives in their area be
active again to support them.
The distribution chain from farmer to the local market has a
minimum of three middlemen. Normally, farmers in Solok
depend on a middleman called “Anak Randai.” It is usually the
social norm to include them in the distribution chain. Or,
alternatively, they go to agents who stock all the shallots from
the field. Then another agent acts as the bridge to the local
market. In the market, a main trader provides the money to
collect all the shallots. Finally, the small traders and/or
merchants will come in.
Farmers treat shallots as important as rice, so 80% of farmers
specialize in planting shallot. The other 20% sometimes change
their commodities, such as chili, cabbage, potato, or tomato.
From the data, it can be seen that production per year is above
the consumption level. This is actually over production, so the
price should be stable. The reality, however, is the price hardly
stabilizes because the change happens every day. For
example, when it is bad weather in Brebes, the price could
reach a maximum of Rp30,000 per kg. When there is over
production, the price is only Rp6,000 per kg.
In Solok, farmers can harvest shallots every day and can
produce up to 50 tons per day. It is no wonder that Solok is the
main supplier (75% of the market) of shallots in West Sumatra.
The shallots are eventually distributed to Medan, Pekanbaru,
even to Java.
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●

●

●

●

Summary of
identified problem

Data on the production and price of shallots (and other
commodities) are actually collected by the local government.
Unfortunately, the data collected is not open to the public, and
these data are sent directly to the central government. The
effect is that farmers do not know the market price of shallots.
Illegal shallots are still circulated in the market. Imported onions
are mixed with smaller types of onion, which is similar to
shallots. As a result, the price of shallots decreases because
cheaper alternatives to local shallots become available.
The Bureau of Logistics (Bulog) has opened 10,000 hectares of
fields to the existing 5,000 hectares in Solok. According to
Bulog, the minimum price of shallots per kilogram is Rp15,000,
which is Rp2,000 less than the price where farmers can obtain
profit.
There are major problems in the distribution of subsidized
pesticide as only few farmers could benefit from this. In fact, the
expense for pesticide in the production process accounts for
most of the total expense in producing shallots.

From the overall discussion, the team identified several key
problems, as follows:
1.Most farmers do their selling individually since there is no
cooperative to organize and coordinate their sales activity.
2.No crop scheduling and rotation are being practiced to reduce pest
or germ attack, optimize the soil nutrition, optimize productivity,
and also to smooth sales income.
3.There are too many middlemen between farmers and consumers.
This results in high prices for shallot, yet low margin for farmers.
4.The local government—through the agriculture agency and the
trade agency—actively survey the price on a daily or weekly
basis. However, the survey price information is only shared
among a limited circle of people (mostly local government officers)
that are gathered in a Whatsapp group.
5.The program of the Bureau of Logistics and the Ministry of
Agriculture are not synchronized. Even at the central level, the
confusion persists as to whether the supply is enough for the
consumption demand.
6.The number of postharvest facilities for shallot is few. Farmers only
know how to plant and harvest shallot, but not to process their
harvest to make it last longer.
7.In the long term, field shortage could happen because more than
50% of the land in Solok is protected forest.
8.There is malpractice in the distribution of subsidized pesticide and
fertilizer. Those enjoying the benefits of a subsidized pesticide
comprise less than 25% of the farmers. This affects the price
greatly, as the cost for pesticide during the production process is
the biggest, among other costs.
9.There are no easy ways nor shortcuts to knowing all about shallots
because the knowledge in planting shallots is hereditary. So far,
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only a person who is knowledgeable in shallot production can
plant shallots. Newcomers have no access at all to shallot
knowledge if they are not directly trained in the field.
10. There are worries that in the long run, there will be land shortage
because more than 50% the land in Solok is state-owned
(protected) forest zone.
Summary of
identified
recommendations

The consultant team will further analyze the FGD results and discuss
these with relevant government agencies and stakeholders. However,
the preliminary recommendation for the government are as follows:
●

●

●
●

●

●

Limakilo can be the farmer’s best friend as it acts as the bridge
between farmers and merchants or, even better, the consumer.
This can result in better distribution chain and the price can be
stable all year long. Limakilo can be the solution of the long
distribution chain.
The Ministry of Agriculture should have better control of the
distribution of subsidized pesticide. The ministry should also
come up with a more practical and adjustable crop pattern to
minimize the risk of failure.
The Bureau of Logistics should control the import of onion or
shallot. Only onion should be imported and not a mix of onion
and shallot-like onion.
The Ministry of Cooperatives and Small and Medium
Enterprises, together with corporations or universities, can
provide trainings for farmers to improve their knowledge on
cooperatives. Cooperatives have an important role in
commodities production, They also provide regular guidance in
solving problems, thus, farmers can benefit from this.
Provide incentives to attract investment for postharvest
industry. This can be done by developing partnership schemes
with large players in the food industry, which used shallots as
their ingredient. If possible, build a factory near the production
site.
The data collected by the local government should be
accessible to the public. It can be further analyzed and can be
released to farmers (especially) to control the distribution and
price.
Source: Authors.
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Appendix 6: Management Model of a Fish Auction Facility in Indramayu

ARUNA IT system can
improve Fish Auction
data record system
(currently it is done
manually with using a
book record)

Source: Authors analysis
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Appendix 7. Counterpart Operation Model to Provide Better Price for Fishermen

Source: Authors analysis
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Appendix 8. Counterpart Operation Model to Promote Access to
Capital and Better Income for Chili Farmers

Source: Authors analysis
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Appendix 9: Counterpart Operation Model to Provide Better Price for Timber Farmers

Source: Authors analysis
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Appendix 10: National Focus Group Discussion Summary of Findings- Timber and Fish
National Focus Group Discussion on Timber Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—As a Study on Improving Supply
Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business
The focus group discussion is organized as follows:
1. Keynote speech: Pak Edy Putra, Deputy Minister of CMEA for Trade and Industry Affair (10
minutes)
2. Research Consultant’s presentation of the general condition of timber and fish market.
Main questions to be discussed (20 minutes)
3. Inclusive Business Counterpart’s presentation: PT ARUNA (Pasarlaut) and PT SOBI (5
minutes each)
4. Comments from Bapak Edy Putra (15 minutes)
5. Discussion at each commodity group: timber and fish (100 minutes)
No.

Item

Description

1

Place

Ali Wardhana Building, Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affair
office.

2

Day, Date

Friday, 28 July 2017

3

Time

14.00 – 16.30 Western Indonesia Time

4

Participants

1. Edy Putra Irawady (CMEA)
2. Erwin Raza (CMEA)
3. Bambang Ardayanto (PT Siger Jaya Abadi)
4. Isniati Hidayah (Univ of Indonesia)
5. David Soukhasing (ANGIN)
6. Arwin Ludiansyah (H&M)
7. Indrawan (Asmindo)
8. Thomas Darmawan (APINDO)
9. Silverius Oscar Unggul (Telapak/SOBI)
10. Aruna (Telapak)
11. M.A. Jabar (IKPI)
12. Tammy (PT UMG Indonesia)
13. Suhati (PT UMG Indonesia)
14. Rizki H.R. (CES Advisory)
15. Agus Sari (Landscape Indonesia)
16. Rahmat Saleh (Ministry of Fishery)
17. Harfin (Min of Fishery - Logistics Dept)
18. Nur Eko (Min of Fishery - Logistics Dept)
19. M. Iman (PT Samudera Indonesia)
20. M. Ridhwan (PT Samudera Indonesia)
21. Aji Rionto (CMEA)
22. Adam Akbar (Telapak)
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23. Reza (RAPP)
24. Firman (Swedish Business Council)
25. S. Hirewan (CMEA)
26. Priasto Aji (ADB)
27. Yukiko Ito (ADB)
28. Sri Hadi Wibowo (Univ Indonesia)
29. Roch Ika O. (Min of Trade)
30. Elisa (East Ventures)
31. Daniel Simandjuntak (Office of President)
32. Richard Kanto (Wood United PTE Ltd)
33. Heru Muskita (Wood United)
34. Valencia (ANGIN)
35. Mugianto (Asmindo)
36. Kinanthi Dararizki (Univ Indonesia)
37. Sultan (Telapak)
38. Irvan Putra (Code4Nation)
39. K.T. Yudhoyono (Bapokstra)
40. Ranggi FM (Aruna)
41. Adhitya Guntoro (CMEA)
42. Andias W. (CMEA)
43. Sardi (CMEA)
44. Sutandi (CMEA)
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5

Summary of
findings (Timber)

●
●
●
●

●

●

●

●

●
●
●
●

Black market is still common in the timber market, particularly those
from private forests owned by small farmers (Hutan Rakyat)
Some players are hiding market information and keeping it for
themselves. Hence, some players may not like the idea of making
the market information transparent.
The timber market is still concentrated in the Java island, making
timber from outside Java becoming less competitive due to high
logistic cost.
Currently, the shipping cost is at its low level since many shipping
companies—which usually transport coal—are now facing lower
shipping order. However this situation is not considered as a
sustainable condition that can lower the logistic cost for timber.
One possible way to reduce logistic cost is by developing a primary
industry—such as a sawmill industry—near the timber production
center to transform log timber into smaller wooden boards. This can
make timber shipping to Java Island much more space efficient.
It was revealed that the reason why the sawmill industry is not
growing around timber production centers outside Java is due to the
lack of information. Investors do not know about the timber potential
in other locations, apart from the usual locations they already know.
The practice of illegal logging probably still occurs and the timber
bought by small informal furniture businesses. But for industry
players who have had long-term and growing orientation—as
revealed by a representative from ASMINDO, a furniture industry
association—the practice is now very rare since SVLK supervision
is really tight and hard to play around with.
End-customer preference—or the buyers of furniture products—will
determine whether the furniture industry is willing to give premium
price for FSC-certified timber. What is more important for the
furniture industry is the legal status of the timber, as proven by
SVLK, and not its sustainability status.
Furniture buyers, such as H&M Home, an international company
that targets premium market, has validated that the FSC status of
their timber-related product is a must.
The furniture market is a competitive market, and not many industry
players can reach the premium market that care about the furniture’s
FSC timber status.
Problems on licensing issues for state-owned forest management
was not discussed much since the representative from the Ministry
of Forestry did not attend.
Timber distribution is often suspected as illegal, hence, it must pass
several examinations by several parties such as the police,
transportation agency, forestry agency, customs at the harbor, yet
with unclear inspection mechanism.
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Summary of
identified problem
(Timber)

●

●

●

●

Summary of
identified
recommendation
(Timber)

6

Summary of
findings (Fish)

Low level of public or end-customer awareness on the sustainability
status of timber production creates less incentive for the furniture
industry player—the buyer of timber—to give premium price for FSC
timber. As long as non-FSC but legal timber is available, they would
go after that since the price is cheaper.
The absence of market information has led market players to work
under an inefficient environment, hence, the high level of market
mismatch. The supplier needs much effort to find a buyer while at
the same time, buyer also finds it difficult to find a suitable supplier.
The absence of market institution is another problem that makes the
market works in an inefficient environment. All market deals occur
on a case-to-case basis, and the information on a deal is not
disseminated to an outer circle that is beyond the participating
parties. Hence, no clear mechanism sets the reference price for
certain types of timber on a daily basis.
The absence of national logistic route for timber products that can
specify inspection checkpoints and the inspection mechanism
creates an uncertain business environment.

●

SOBI initiatives to create a timber map—based on the data provided
by their cooperative partners—are a good start in supplying
information for the market.
● Providing information beyond market information, but more like a
business prospectus around the timber production center, can be a
good solution to attract investors to build primary timber industry.
Note: the consultant team will do further in-depth interview with furniture
associations and with the Ministry of Forestry to better understand the
licensing problem that was previously identified during the first FGD in
Konawe.
●

●

●

●

Maintaining the freshness of fish to command higher prices is
still a problem. There are still areas that need cold storage
facilities while the electricity supply in some areas does not
suffice. As a solution, solar panels were proposed.
Fishermen do not have fish catch data to support them to get
financing. Providing ship ownership letters for vessels with sizes
that are less than 30 GT, was also discussed, so these can be
used as collateral.
A cooperative institution is needed, which can provide financing
to fishermen with vessel size less than 30 GT. Good and strong
reasons for establishing a cooperative institution that can last a
long time is also required so it can really provide benefits for its
members; and it should come from the fishermen’s community.
There is a need for assistance and mentoring after sailing so
fishermen will not have financial problems or debt, and to enable
them to enlarge the size of their ship. They need to upgrade their
vessels and to enlarge their catch capacity. One discussion
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●
●
●
●
●

Summary of
identified problem
(Fish)

●
●
●
●
●

Summary of
identified
recommendation
(Fish)

●
●
●
●
●

participant related that within a year, fishermen would sail for 7
months and for 5 months, they did not sail. This information
needs to be validated.
Technology to support the fishing industry is required, such as
those that can display and track vessel location and also the
Wilayah Pengelolaan Perikanan (WPP) RI map.
On permits and licenses, there is a need to clarify the rules with
the Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries, and also with other
ministries.
There was also a discussion about transhipment (PERMEN No.
57 2014). This must also be clarified with the Ministry of Marine
Affairs and Fisheries.
Fish survey is needed because the data being used is 60 years
old. This old data indicated that the potential fish in Indonesia is
65 million tons.
Also discussed was the MSC Fisheries Standard
(https://www.msc.org/about-us/standards/fisheries-standard)
and whether this certification could benefit fishermen whose
vessel size is larger than 30 GT.
Technology to record digital data (fish catches, fish location, fish
price, and vessel trajectory history).
Cooperative and financing institution
Assistance and mentoring after sailing to upgrade vessel and
catch capacity.
Cold storage facilities.
Permits, licenses, and ownership letters.
Online System about fish catches and price.
Mobile apps with offline map to display and record vessel
location and its trajectory.
One stop-service to ensure licensing transparency and make it
simple.
Involving other elements willing to engage in IB in the provision
of cold storage.
Clarification on some information from the Ministry of Marine
Affairs and Fisheries, also from other ministries.

FGD = focus group discussion, FSC = Forest Stewardship Council,
Source: FGD summary reports.
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Appendix 11: National Focus Group Discussion’s Summary of Findings- Onion and Chili Market
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia—a Study on Improving
Supply Chain Efficiency through Inclusive Business
The focus group discussion (FGD) is organized based on the following activities:
1. Keynote speech; Bapak Erwin Raza, Assistant Deputy of National Logistics Development
Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs (CMEA)
2. Asisten Deputi Pengembangan Logistik Nasional Kemenko Perekonomian Deputy Minister
(10 minutes)
3. Research Consultant’s presentation on the general condition of onion and chili market. Main
FGD questions to be discussed (20 minutes)
4. Inclusive Business Counterpart’s presentation: PT Limakilo Majubersama Petani (Lima Kilo)
and PT Eragano Agritech Indonesia (Eragano) (10 minutes)
5. Comments from Bapak Erwin Raza (15 minutes)
6. Discussion on commodity group: Onion and Chili (100 minutes)
No
.

Item

Description

1

Place

Ali Wardhana Building, Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affair office

2

Day, Date

Monday, 25 September 2017

3

Time

13.00–16.00 Indonesia Western Time

4

Participants

1. Erwin Raza (CMEA)
2. Arva Savero A (CMEA)
3. Fira Satria (CMEA)
4. Lutfi Mubaroh (CMEA)
5. Umar H.P (CMEA)
6. Afif S. (CMEA)
7. Dyah Wahyu P (CMEA)
8. Moch. Edy Yusuf (CMEA)
9. Aji Rianto (CMEA)
10. Resi Kurniawati (CMEA)
11. Zaenal Abidin (CMEA)
12. Aahitya Guntoro (CMEA)
13. Lorenta Siahaan (CMEA)
14. Agus (CMEA)
15. Gunawan (Eragano)
16. Walesa (Limakilo)
17. Marina S.K. (ADB)
18. Khairul (ADB)
19. Dewi Meisari (University of Indonesia)
20. Sri Hadi Wibowo (University of Indonesia)
21. Isniati Hidayah (University of Indonesia)
22. Daniel Simanjuntak (Office of President)
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23. Wahyu Widodo (Office of President)
24. Denni P (Office of President)
25. Endang I (Ministry of Agriculture)
26. Akiesta L.F (Ministry of Agriculture)
27. Lusi (Ministry of Agriculture)
28. Yuliastuti (Ministry of Agriculture)
29. Desy W (Ministry of Agriculture)
30. Dody D.S (Ministry of Agriculture)
31. Rizal H (Ministry of Trade)
32. Nizom (Ministry of Communication and Informatics)
33. Okky R.S (Ministry of Communication and Informatics)
34. Elly Putranti (PT Indofood Makmur)
35. Calvin Utomo (PT ANGIN GEPI Indonesia)
36. Timotheus L (PFI)
37. Jhru Hendi (BKV)
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No.
5

Item
Summary of
findings
(Onion and Chili)

Description
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

It was confirmed that there are no cooperatives in the central market
that would take the role as an aggregator or marketing agent for
small farmers.
The presence of still many middlemen in the distribution chain of
shallot/onion and chilies was confirmed. This also occurs in big
companies, such as Indofood, where middlemen create a chaos in
the distribution process, especially in supply and price.
A stakeholder also confirmed that the reason for price instability is
the problem of supply, rather than demand. Demand is more stable.
A representative of the Ministry of Agriculture said there are
differences in the consumption of shallot/onion and chili. For
shallot/onion, it can be air-dried for further use as seeds, whereas
chilies should be consumed immediately.
Big companies, such as Indofood, already have partnership
arrangements with farmers, especially in strategic commodities
(which cover about 60% of total production)—such as chili and
shallot/onion. If farmers are already independent, Indofood takes the
role as an off-taker, who will buy the crops according to the
agreement.
For farmers, partnership with big companies has benefits, as follows:
o Certainty in price and marketing
o Certainty in payment
o Access to valuable monitoring and coaching from Indofood Agro
team during the cultivation process
For companies, partnership with farmers has benefits, as follows:
o Continuous availability of crops
o Guarantee of quality
A minimum of 5 years is needed to form a partnership with the
farmers. The companies said that Eragano’s role as a third party is
highly needed in providing non-strategic commodity for the
company, such as soy.
Eragano’s and Limakilo’s role as third party for the company is to
provide mentoring and coaching—to confirm and control the quantity
and quality.
Cold storage facilities can be initiated if each agent has a clear aim
in the collaboration. In the food industry, chili consumption for
Indofood only covers 0.1% of the national consumption, whereas
cold storage operation needs costs and the help of experts.
Ministries and institutions have already disseminated information on
the availability of an information system, but farmers do not have the
knowledge to access the information that they need. Some of the
systems are as follows:
o https://hargapangan.id/. It belongs to the Bank of Indonesia, in
collaboration with several local governments, which has inflation
control team, who will coordinate to inform the commodity price.
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o

6

Summary of
identified problem
(Onion and Chili)

●
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

7

Summary of
identified
recommendation
(Onion and Chili)

●

●

●
●

●

●

https://ews.kemendag.go.id/. It belongs to the Ministry of
Trade, which control the market staples.

There is no access to capital. Meanwhile, farmers still use the old
knowledge of cultivating methods.
No one who take the role as the aggregator, like a cooperative and
a group of farmers.
Food industry and consumers confirmed that there are still too many
middlemen in shallot/onion and chili commodities, which are causing
problem in the distribution chain.
High logistic cost (Rp3,000–Rp5,000 per kilogram) to transport the
commodity from the farmers to the central market.
10% tax (value-added tax or Pajak Pertambahan Nilai) is seen as
burdensome for Limakilo, whose role as (the only) middleman for
farmers and consumer.
No information on commodity supply and demand in the central
market. The information is supposed to help improve distribution and
supply to the central market.
The available information system has not maximized and cannot be
accessed by farmers. This is an indicator of the unequal access of
information or there are problems in information dissemination.
The information system, which belongs to the Ministry of Trade, is
still limited to shallot/onion in 6 production areas (Brebes, Nganjuk,
Probolinggo, Bima, Solok, and Enrekang) and 10 central markets
(Medan, Dumai, Jogja, Surabaya, Denpasar, Mataram, Pontianak,
Samarinda, Ambon, and Manokwari).
The SOP made by Ministry of Agriculture cannot be accessed
optimally by the farmers.
Cold storage availability is a national problem because the
construction and operation need substantial cost. Also, there are no
clear schemes as to which agents are involved in which activities.
Ministries, institutions, associations, businessmen, and universities
will need to coordinate to formulate an incentive to forming an
efficient distribution chain.
Ministries and institutions will need to coordinate to provide the
information and guidance in the cultivation process so the farmers
can use these optimally.
The government will need to formulate a policy, in form of a transport
subsidy for the main commodity.
The Ministry of Agriculture will need to maximize the role and
function of the group of farmers or cooperatives as an aggregator,
so farmers could benefit.
The Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Cooperatives, SMEs, and
universities will need to provide information and training on
cooperatives for the group of farmers and cooperatives in the local
area.
Companies and industries can be optimized as off-takers of crops.
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●

●

Ministries, institutions, associations, businessmen, and universities
will need to coordinate to design the construction and foundation of
cold storage facilities.
To optimize the role of inclusive businesses, such as Eragano and
Limakilo in providing an efficient supply chain, there is a need to plan
a collaboration scheme among those who developed inclusive
business.
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Appendix 12: National Workshop on Inclusive Business
“PUBLIC–PRIVATE DIALOGUE AND THE WAY FORWARD”
ADB TA-8550 REG: Inclusive Business in Indonesia
Agenda
Held in Jakarta on 13 December 2017, Singosari Hall, Hotel Borobudur, Jalan Lapangan Banteng
Selatan No.1, DKI Jakarta, 10710
Workshop Objectives: (i) to encourage a public—private dialogue on promoting inclusive business
(IB), (ii) to raise awareness on IB in Indonesia, (iii) to discuss the next action plans among
representatives of the public and private sectors (and the media and/or public) to better mobilize
private sector investments with high social return for new job creation and services delivery for the
poor and low-income people in Indonesia.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

07:30-08:00 Registration and Coffee (Introduction videos on inclusive business)
08:00-08:45 Opening:
Opening Keynote address: Darmin Nasution, Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs. “Inclusive
Business as Solution to Poverty, Employment, and Improvement of Supply Chain in Indonesia.”
Represented by Minister of Communication and Information, Rudiantara.
Keynote: Teten Masduki, Presidential Chief of Staff: Inclusive Business in Providing Concrete
Solutions to Solve the Nation’s Issues” (cancelled)
Keynote: Winfried F. Wicklein, Country Director, ADB Indonesia.
“ADB Commitment for Inclusive Business Growth in Indonesia”
Launching event with Filantropi dan Bisnis Indonesia untuk SDGs with Shinta Kamdani and
Timotheus Lesmana for the establishment of Indonesia IB Institute; together with GIZ and CMEA.
08:45-09:45 Inclusive Business: Policy Framework—Progress So Far
Keynote: Deputy Minister for Commerce and Industry of Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs.
“Potential Role of IB and ICT in Improving Supply Chain of Four Strategic Commodities in Indonesia”
Presentation: Marina Kusumawardhani, Executive Coordinator of Inclusive Business & Innovation
Task Force
“What is IB and Summary of Recent G20 and ASEAN IB Workshop”
Presentation and Q&A: Dewi Meisari and Khairul Anshar, ADB Consultants for IB “Examples of IB
and ICT Solutions in Improving Four Strategic Commodities (onion, chili, fish, timber)”
09:45-10:30 Storytelling of IB Companies
Keynote: Albert Lucius, CEO of KUDO
“Integrating Indonesia’s MSMEs through Digital E-commerce”
Panel presentations:
Pasar Laut: Use of Digital Technology to Cut Middlemen and Stabilize Fish Price; RUMA:
Empowerment of “warungs” as Empowerment Centre for Rural Population; Great Giant Pineapple:
Integrating BOPs into Horticulture Supply Chain;
Pipiltin: Export as a Means to Create IB Model.
Questions and answers: Moderator: Susan Olsen, ADB
10:30-10:45 Coffee break
10:45-11:30 Government Panel: How can government help the private sector investing more
in Inclusive Business?
Panel presentations:
Dirjen Pajak/Tax Authority: Tax Incentives for IB Companies;
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-

Min Communication and Information: IT Infrastructure;
BKPM: Private Investment and Tax Incentives for Inclusive Business;
Min Trade: Access to Market;
Bank of Indonesia: Access to Finance (fintech), Farmers’ Insurance
Questions and answers: Moderator: Markus Dietrich, Inclusive Business Action
11:30-12:15 Investor Panel: Financing IB
Keynote: Christophe Bahuet, UNDP Country Director Indonesia
“Social Finance in Achieving SDGs”
Panel presentations: ADB (Susan Olsen, PSOD), East Ventures (Elisa Suteja); UNOPS: Due
Diligence and Pipeline Development;
Pinjam: Fintech Financing
Questions and answers; Moderator: Lisa Peterskovsky, GIZ
12:15-13:30 Informal networking over Lunch
13:30-16:30
Meisari)
13:30-16:30
13:30-16:30
1)
2)
3)

No
.

Business Coaching Session (Moderator: Business for Development and Dewi
ICT Design Thinking Session (Moderator: Code4Nation and Khairul Anshar)
Breakout Sessions (parallel sessions):
Business Panel
Government Panel
Investor Panel

Item

Description

1

Place

Singosari Hall, Hotel Borobudur, Jalan Lapangan Banteng Selatan No.1,
DKI Jakarta, 10710

2

Day, Date

Wednesday, 13 December 2017

3

Time

08.00 – 16.30 Western Indonesia Time

4

Participants

The event was well attended with more than the 100 expected number of
participants. There were more or less 150 participants from government
ministries, businesses, associations, and international partners. The event
was mainly funded by ADB and co-sponsored by the Inclusive Business
Action Network (IBAN).

5

Media
coverage

The event was well covered by the national and digital media, that included
the following:
Detik:
https://finance.detik.com/berita-ekonomi-bisnis/d-3767475/begini-strategipemerintah-kurangi-kemiskinan
Koran Tempo: https://koran.tempo.co/konten/2017/12/14/425057/ADBDukung-Bisnis-Inklusif-di-Indonesia
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Kompas:
http://ekonomi.kompas.com/read/2017/12/13/121140526/rudiantaracontohkan-aplikasi-lima-kilo-sebagai-bisnis-inklusif
Media Indonesia:
http://www.mediaindonesia.com/news/read/136322/bisnis-inklusif-bantuberantas-kemiskinan/2017-12-13
ElShinta: https://elshinta.com/news/130163/2017/12/13/adb-dukung-bisnisinklusif-di-indonesia
Koran Sindo: http://koran-sindo.com/page/news/2017-1214/2/0/Pertumbuhan_Ekonomi_Harus_Inklusif
Sindonews.com: https://ekbis.sindonews.com/read/1265267/34/71masyarakat-ri-hidup-berpenghasilan-di-bawah-usd3-per-hari-1513139499
Jobsmedianet.com: http://jobsmedianet.com/2017/12/14/tingginya-angkakemiskinan-jadi-faktor-indonesia-belum-masuk-kategori-ekonomi-inklusif/
Analisadaily.com:
http://harian.analisadaily.com/ekonomi/news/pencapaian-sdgs-perlu-peranbisnis-inklusif/469184/2017/12/14
Akurat.co: http://ekonomi.akurat.co/id-95480-read-adb-pertumbuhanekonomi-indonesia-belum-inklusif-dan-butuh-sektor-swasta
http://ekonomi.akurat.co/id-98217-read-angkat-kesejahteraan-petanimelalui-model-bisnis-inklusif
Industry.co.id: http://www.industry.co.id/read/21380/adb-dukung-bisnisinklusif-di-indonesia
Neraca.co.id: http://www.neraca.co.id/article/94415/adb-dukung-bisnisinklusif-di-indonesia
Angin.id: http://angin.id/2017/12/17/national-worksho-inclusive-business2017/
6

Summary of
findings

●

●
●

7

● IB

investment
findings

One of the most important results of the national workshop is the
launching of the “Indonesia IB Institute” by the following partners: the
CMEA Task Force (represented by Marina Kusumawardhani),
FBI4SDGs (represented by Shinta Kamdani and Timotheus Lesmana),
and GIZ (represented by Lisa Peterskovsky). The institute’s main activity
will be the advocacy of IB concept through workshops, seminars, FGDs,
and others to the private sector (potential IBs) and the public.
Given the media coverage, the workshop’s objective to raise public
awareness for Inclusive Business in Indonesia was achieved.
The workshop’s objective to undertake public–private dialogue and to
discuss next action plans also resulted in some key findings.

- ●

Generally, it was agreed that IB needs innovative financing and
“uncommon collaborations” to scale up. Blended, or segmented
investments, have to come in to cover the following: (i) Different risk
profiles, (ii) Different phases of the initiative (project financing analogy–
design/development; construction, operations), and (iv) Different uses of
funds (company/supply chain).
● Brainstorming on a potential Venture Fund for IB in Indonesia resulted in
the following:
- Enabling government regulation
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➢ One incentive could be the reduction of capital gains tax and faster
licensing process as opposed to the current 4–8 months.
➢ The corporate social responsibility law could be amended to include
IB, however, the issue of transparency and corruption needs to be
considered.
- Mandiri can work with the government to co-fund the venture fund, and
also develop specific licensing policies for IB.
- DFI support to cover country risk and/or for debt, provide syndication
- Government can build up the ecosystem
➢ Offer insurance programs
➢ Require state-owned banks to develop windows for IB, as
previously done with micro and SME lending
- Use of technology in risk mitigation strategy will be crucial
➢ Data, such as weather information
➢ Innovative proxy for credit scoring, e.g., educational
performance and transaction data of small stores
- Donors are still reluctant to invest and/or join investment partnerships
➢ Awareness-raising is necessary to achieve a mindset that will
shift from giving to investing and/or co-investing
➢ IB institute with involvement of Filantropi Indonesia should
targeted this specific stakeholder group
➢ Donor agencies with the proper metrics for for-profit investment
for blended financing ventures need to be included
- Government could issue social impact bonds. While these can be
successfully placed in the bond market (see United Kingdom and IFC), they
are costly and complex to administer and require a strong and independent
impact measurement system.
- Risk mitigation effect of including an IB in the value chain on loans for the
value chain needs to be more taken into account and/or appreciated by the
investors
- IB companies need to enhance their understanding of segmented
financing. Their thinking should revolve around risk management and
mitigation, and structured and/or segmented financing.
- Incubators and accelerators that develop business in key economic sectors
need to be part of a comprehensive ecosystem.
Suggestion for the next steps:
- Develop a 5-year road map for IB investment in Indonesia using a multistakeholder approach and with a strong focus on technology.
8

ICT findings

●

●

The suggested end-to-end infrastructure solutions for a better IB
ecosystem in Indonesia are as follows:
- National Agriculture Online Map System and Service
- Price and Inventory Online System and Service
- Farm/Sail Resource Planning System (similar kind to the Enterprise
Resource Planning System for manufacturing)
- National Logistics Path Online Map System and Service
Other infrastructure applications (either built by the government or the
private sector) that can support the proposed solutions are as follows:
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9

Government
●
(public sector)
findings

●

●

Online Licensing System
Online Training and Education System
Internet of Thing Technology to replace manual measurement with
automation.

The Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs, Deputy I, recommended
that IB be presented again to the Coordinating Minister for Economic
Affairs, in order to make it a national program like Inclusive Finance.
However, there needs to be a more comprehensive study on what IB will
bring to the economy in quantitative measures (such as employment
opportunity, poverty reduction, increase in gross domestic product, etc.)
The Tax Authority representatives stated that tax incentives for IB
companies are possible if there are clear, quantified arguments on the
benefits that IB companies could contribute to the economy.
Among the suggested next steps include more meetings with Deputy I
CMEA, Tax Authority, and the Minister of Trade on the national IB
program and potential tax incentives.
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Photos from the National Workshop
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